This was APSRU's "culture wars" event. The project reported on here was No. 3,
"Market Research for Decision Support for Dryland Crop Production,
P. Ridge and P. Cox. They took a critical ethnography approach, fashionable in this
period of ascendency of post-modern critique of science practice.

The McCown-Carberry-Foale critique of this report is an Appendix that begins on p177.
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An Introduction
Art Shulman
Communication Research Institute

of Australia

Richard Price

Land and Water Resources Research and
Development Corporation

Why this Publication?
There is increasing recognition that the Australian rural
sector needs to develop and implement sustainable
agricultural practices. However, there are debates over what
these practices might be, and how best to develop them and
maximise their adoption. These research, develnpment and
extension/commercialisation CR)D&E) issues are not new,
Over one hundred years ago it was recognised that farmers
continued to be engaged in practices which were inconsistent
with the scientific facts. At the same time, researchers often
failed to recognise that the practices that farmers did use
were appropriate, albeit for reasons that were not well
understood at the time.
Over the past two decades, a progression of models of
research and development and extension has been advanced
to guide researchers in R,D&E, yet the concerns continued
to be voiced that agricultural R,D&E does not properly serve
its constituency (Jiggins 1993; Scones and Thompson 1994;
Yanclay and Lawrence 1995). We believe that past attempts
to improve technology transfer have been at least partiaily
successful, that is, within the societal and knowledge context
that they were being developed and implemented. However,
the knowledge base and societal expectations have changed,
leading to demands for higher levels of performance by
agricultural R&D scientists to develop sustainable farming
practices that are adopted.
In the early 1990s, a research program was initiated in
the belief that many of the barriers to increased adoption
reside in the communication processes amongst the funding
agencies, researchers and end-users. More over, it was also
believed that many of the management practices that need
to be implemented by farmers in order to become more
sustainable are already known. In the view of a leadind
Australian rural research corporation, the Land and Water
Resources Research and Development Corporation
(LWRRDC), for many resource degradation issues, R&D is
not the critical factor needed to reverse the process of
degradation; rather, an increased uptake of known
technologies is required. This 'takeup' of sustainable
resource management technologies, many of which are
presented in the form of decision-support systems and

whole-farm knowledge systems, is seen as a particularly
complex one, largely because the incentive of immediate
profit for the adopter is not so apparent. The systemic nature
of natural resource management, the co~plex hiologicai
and physical processes involved, and the uncertainty about
som", of the cause and effect relationships between farming
praclice and resource degradation, in both a spatial and
temporal sense, also present challenges heyond the means
of traditional agricultural extension methods to cope.
LwR1IDc was thus keen to pursue means of improving these
traditional adoption processes as applied to decision-support
systefus and knowledge systems.
It is within this search for better adoption practices that
the research program was commissioned. The program
concentrated on actions of project leaders and their teams
that would increase the likelihood of developing sustainable
agricultural practices that would he adopted by fanners and!
or those who are engaged in inflnencing farming practices.
However, as the program evolved, it became apparent that
many of the harriers to increased development and adoption
of sustainable practices were associated with factors external
to the direct influence of actions of project teams (ie.
institutional accounting and reward practices, program
management structures, and cultures and unpredictable
weather patterns). The models and recommendations which
emerge from this program reflect the importance of
conSidering and addressing both the actions of R&D teams
and their attempts to deal with factors outside of their control.
The reader will find that the examination of R&D
communication practices suggests that the deficits lie not
so much in the communication content but in fundamental
R,D&E communication management practices that underlie
how, when and with whom information is discussed and how
the projects and programs are managed.

This publication details the experiences and lessons
learnt from several projects funded under the program.
These are dealt with as case studies, and in some cases are
accompanied by summaries of issues raised by participants
and observers.
The first project, led by ian Gray, Tony Dunn and Emily
Phillips, describes the fanning community surrounding
Wagga Wagga, NSW. Using ethnography, focus groups and
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interview methods, their findings reflect the growing
awareness amongst sociologists that community structures
and practices are active agents and a primary resource for
improving farmillg practices. Amodel is presented which
researchers can use to increase their awareness about the
dynamics of the communities they are to serve. This
community-first model provides little room for researchers
to develop better practical farming practices without
addressing community issues.

The second project was led byJenny Bellamy and Duncan
Lowes. The context of this study was the ongoing development
of a decision-learning tool that would facilitate a shift to
best practices that were consistent with new land-use
regulation. The section describes the methods used by
Bellamy to deal with competing interests and changing
structures of responsibility within the Northern Terdtory
Gove111ment agencies who were the major clients. There are
many lessons that emerge from this project, including an
appreciation that the ways the researchers managed the
development of Landassess, a GIS decision inqnily system,
were more important than the output or product itself
The third project was led by Peter Cox and Peter Ridge.
This project examined the market potential for decisionsupport systems (DSS) for farmers within the Agricultural
Production Systems Research Unit (APSRU) on-farm
program of research. Using a range of data collection and
analysis techniques, they question the relevance of the ways
fellow sCientists were developing DSS as products for
farmers, Their views are instructive, but contentious within
the research community. Like the study by Bellamy and
Lowes, researchers are advised to broaden their definition
of DSS beyond computer software products, to a method of
joint inquhy that maximises continuous learning amongst
the partiCipants who are involved in its development. For
Cox and Ridge this exploration is more likely to occur with
farmers without computer DSS. Asuurmary of the concerns
raised by scientists about their conclusions forms the basis
of a special response accompanying the case study.

4

The fourth project was an attempt by Neal MacLeod, with
Peter Vance and Peter Van Beek, to test the systematic usc of
technical and end-user reference groups as a means of
increasing adoption. Shnilar to the projects directed by
Bellamy and Lowes, and Cox and Ridge, their technologytransfer project was part of an ongOing program of research
with well established infrastructure whose major activities
were funded by sources outside the communication
improvement program. MacLeod summarises the
unexpected strengths and challenges faced in adding a
communication extension component to an existing program
of research. The author, Neal MacLeod, uses these
expedences to develop a prescriptive model for managing.
The fifth case study, directed by All Shuhnan and Robyn
Penman, provides the reader with a smmnary of nine paradoxes
that researchers need to recognise and manage when attempting
to improve adoption of sustainable resource management
practices. These paradoxes frame a context for exantinlng the
progression of models that forms the theoretical environment
that the individual projects were attempting to improve upon.
The section ends with a description of the models that emerged
from the program. The authors of this section wereAllShuhnan,
who was the coordinator and subsequently manager of the
program, and Nell MacLeod.
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History
1.1

The original objectives

The original project objectives (as stated in the Project
Proposal to [WRRDc) were:
1. Describe existing cropland management strategies and
outcomes in four sub-regions to provide a baseline.

2. Identify ecological needs and economic opporumities
for improved strategies.
3. Understand decision-making processes, identify
opportunities for decision support and the features of
information products likely to be adopted.
4. Identify farms and farmers for inclusion in networks
for R,D&E in a companion project.
A second thrust of the proposed research was an
examination of existing decision support products.
These will be examined in detail with their authors, with
farmers who use the product, with non-user farmers and
with farm advisers. We shall develop a working group
with other researchers and extension specialists to
advise on appropriate research procedures. We will ask:
Does the product represent the decision adequately? Is
risk adequately considered? Are economic
considerations adequately incorporated? Is the use of a
computer contributing to the quality of the decision, or
is it a distraction? Can we specify the design
characteristics of successful products on the basis of our
current experience? To what extent does success reflect
the nature of the problem, the users of the product, or
the product itself? Can we design research that more
consistently generates successful products that farmers
will use in malting their decisions?

(Quoted from the Project Proposal)
At the time the original proposal was made, APSRU had
only recently been set up as a joint project between the CSIRO
Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures (CSIRO) and the
Queensland Department of Primary Industries (QDPI).
APSRU was established to exploit the skills in both
organisations in the simulation modelling of crops and soils.
Those who set up APSRU argued that these skills could
improve decision-making in resource use by farmers. The
perceived success of the SIRATAC (cotton) and Wheatman
(wheat) projects was taken as evidence of this, and of the
value of computelcbased decision support systems (DSS).
There was some apprehension in the group that this might
not be entirely straightforward and the view was expressed
that APSRU did not want to be known five years later as 'the
modelling group', with the implication that it was isolated
from the real world of decision-malting. Thatwould be taken
as evidence that APSRU had failed.
In preparing its strategic plan for 1991-1995, APSRU
saw its task as client-oriented R&D of agticultural systems
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to improve production efficiency, risk management, and
sustainability in subtropical Australia. The plan aimed to gain
a better understanding of clients' decision-malting behaviour
so as to find opportunities for providing them with useful
information products.

This project was to show that APSRU was determined to
be relevant to the needs of fanners, farm advisers and policy
makers. It represented a commitment to 'do' market
research, and to respond accordingly, rather than to generate
products solely on the basis of simulation technology. There
was one problem: no one in the group had any background
or skills in marketing.

1.2

Background to the project

Each of us brings a unique perspective to the
interpretation of data. It matters little whether the data are
scaled quantitatively or qualitatively (nominal data): what
we can see in data depends partly on our trairdng, and partly
on the interaction of our experiences with this trairdng. The
authors of this report brought quite difierent (multiple)
perspectives to the conduct and interpretation of the research
on which it is based. A strength of this work is that, by
becoming more aware of the multiple biases that we as
authors and readers bring to our interpretation of events,
the best aspects of using 'triangulation' of multiple
approaches can be reinforced as a way of bringing about
methodological rigour. Thus, we believe that it is important
for the reader to be aware of the background of each of the
authors. Our personal accounts form the background to the
project from our perspective.

1.2.1

Peter Cox's story

My original training was in biochemistry-probably one
of tl,e most reductionist of the biological sciences. 1 took
my MSc degree in plant pathology, partly out of an interest
in the properties of systems at higher levels of organisation
(parasitism, pathogenesis) and partIy because the UK
Ministry of Overseas Development was willing to pay-on
condition that I worked for three years in a developing
country afterwards. I did that, became disillusioned with
agricultural research, and returned to the UK to the
Department of Industrial Science at Stirling University to do
my PhD in technological economics, an intelcdisciplinary
field dealing primarily with the management of innovation.
My thesis was about the use of models to support decisionmaking for pest control. The models included both
mathematical progranmting and simulation. 1spent the next
ten years working on contract in various developing
countries in Aftica, south Asia and the Pacific. I got caught
up in the Farming Systems Research movement when I
worked for the Department of Agriculture and Livestock in
Papua New Guinea in the 1980s.
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Several experiences influenced my thinking (and my
approach to agricultural R&D) over this period.
I had spent over two years trying to figure out how to live
with the rice stem nematode, a serious disease of deep-water
rice in Bangladesh. I was showing a colleague round some
of the lice areas as pmi of my handing over at the end of my
contract. We spoke with a farmer who was harvesting his
crop a bit em'ly, and we talked about the disease. He thought
it was not really a problem if you used an early variety-I
had taken two years to reach a similar conclusion, two years
I might have saved if I had spoken with him first (although I
would probably not have appreciated the significance of his
observation if I had not tried to figure it out myself).
In Papua New Guinea, I was side-tracked into doing
research on the chemical control of taro leaf blightbecause experiments on a research station are easy to do,
because nobody else was working on chemical control,
because I could rationalise the use of this technology, and
because it provided me with 'bread and butter' research
while we developed a program of farming systems research.
I did not follow up clues that control of the disease is possible
through agronomic practice even dlOUgh this would have
provided an excellent opportunity to work with farmers to
tackle their problem on their own terms.
I moved to Australla in 1988 to join the SIRATAC program
with the CSIRO Cotton Research Unit at Narrabri. SIRATAC
(an early computClcbased DSS for cotton pest management)
was collapsing and the scientists were intent on developing
technological fixes ('decision support systems') to maintain
the SIRATAC program. It seemed to me that the problems
lay elsewhere: they were social, not computational; and that
the early apparent success of SIRATAC was based on a very
special combination of circumstances unlikely to replicated
elsewhere (Cox 1996). I joined APSRU in 1991. The
justification for my appointment was in part because of my
experience of SIRATAC (I had witnessed at first hand what
can go wrong); in part, because I appeared to assert a point
of view more closely aligned with that of farmers rather than
scientists; in part, because of my insistence on seeing things
differently. It was thought that my skills would help APSRU
focus on practical issues, and help design practical solutions.
Some expressed concern that I would not support the
development of DSS technology: that I had already made up
my mind about it. At this time, talk within the group
resembled that of farming systems research with which I
had developed a certain sympathy.
The formal proposal for the project was written largely
by Dr Bob McCown. Dr Peter Carberry also had a hand in it.
Both have international reputations as scientists: McCown
in cropping systems, and Carberry in crop physiology and
modelling. I had some input, but I was still recovering from
my experience of Narrabri to be too critical of the APSRU
style of doing business (and, in any case, I was on leave!).

After all, McCown had endorsed the value of my contribution
even though I had been thrown out of the CSIRO Division of
Plant Industry althe end of my contraclin Narrabri. In those
days, APSRU was open to different ways of seeing the world.
Market research appeared to be an acceptable framework
for looking at client needs, even though none of us had any
direct experience of 'doing' market research. It also
appeared to be based on a nalve assumption that if you ask
people what they want then they can and will tell you, and
that this should determine your product development strategy
(regardless of product development costs, feasibility,
possible synergy with other activities etc.). We proposed to
examine central Queensland, Darling Downs, southern
Queensland and nOlihern NSW progressively in successive
years of the project. The project was also linked in a loose
way (although I don't recall that the tinks between these
two projects were ever thought dlfOUgh) with the GRDC onfarm pilot study. The decision by GRDC to fund this in central
Queensland but not on the Darling Downs meant that much
of the technical on-farm work and staff would be
concentrated on central Queensland. In the first instance, it
seemed logical to phm the market research project in parallel
with the on-farm project in central Queensland.
In order to secure funding for the LWRRDC program, we
agreed, at the instigation of Peter van Beck, Systems Special
Projects Officer with QDPI, to link the project to the
recrnitment of a QDPI extension officer to work as project
officer, and establish links with Professor Jim Taylor of the
Distance Education Centre at the University of Southern
Queensland (USQ). It was envisaged that the project officer
would register for a PhD under the supervision ofTaylor.
This fitted with our interests in establishing tinks with the
local university, and gaining access to the skills in
programmed instmctionldistance education at USQ. In the
event, QDPI was unable to release one of its officers for the
project. Taylor proposed Noel Thomas, a member of his
staft. To ensure that Thomas's PhD program was balanced, I
also managed to involved Dr Paul Ledington, of the University
of Queensland. We had a workshop at the Distance Education
Centre to outline Thomas's PhD proposal. There appeared
to be substantial agreement about the significance of using
models to capture different perspectives (of farmers and
scientists particularly). The articulation of these different
models, and the use of discrepancies between them as
potential enlly points for learniog, appeared consistent with
both Taylor's approach (educational psychology) and
Ledington's (soft systems methodology). The language of
models, and the notion of discrepancies between them (in
both structure and function) was also endorsed by McCown.
Shortly afier, Thomas withdrew from the project because of
changed personal circumstances. Peter Ridge joined the
project as project officer in February 1994. Ridge has a
considerable reputation in the south as a consultant and
systems thinker. His appointment as project officer was
welcomed by McCown.
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In the meantime, I had tried to keep the project alive by
beginning farmer interviews in central Queensland with Dr
Alan Garside who had been appointed project officer for
the central Queensland on-farm project. McCown, Garside,
some others and I held a planning meeting for the on-farm
project in Emerald, It debated the number of people/groups
to include in the on-farm project. McCown was arguing for
a single farm/farmer, which would be enough to test the
crop simulation models, I (and Garside) argued for a larger
number of farmers and at least two groups if we were to say
anything sensible about the role of groups (networks of
farmers) as a way of doing research and interpreting/
validating/extending model output. It was far from clear at
this stage what the role of the models would be, Garside was
sceptical that they had any role at all, but the monitoring
required for model calibration would be useful in its own
right. The argument was then about the intenSity of
monitoring required to track system performance (low) or
to calibrate the models (high), The compromise was to set
up two groups of farmers, one near Emerald, one near
Moura, A third site (a producer demonstration site) at
Springsure was also included as a gift to QDPI Extension in
Emerald (improved monitoring; use of models to help
interpret), '!\vo groups with about five larmers in each was
the minimum configuration we felt confident with, McCown
agreed to this,

Garside set up the groups using his contacts in the QDPI:
one in Capella tin'ough Graeme Spackman (ex-QDPI, now a
private consultant), and one in Banana through Stuart
Cannon (QDPI soil conservationist), Garside and I organised
a meeting with these two groups, We emphasised that we
wanted to work with them on experiments they were already
doing which had something in common with the interests of
researchers. This meant water and nitrogen which scientists
saw as both driving and limiting the system, Thus fertiliser
experiments were included, Experiments on herbicides and
neomin were not. To some extent, Garside and I had taken
over the research agenda by changing the way it is set: we
emphasised fanners' involvement in setting priorities, the
experiments farmers were already doing, and the constraints
under which farmers conduct their own experiments, The
challenge to the professional researchers was to demonstrate
that they (with or without their modelling tools, as they
chose) could usefully contribute to these activities within
the constralnts imposed by their accepted methodology (Cox
et ai" 1993a), That paper pointed oulthat this was an activity
of a modelling group, and thatifAPSRU had any comparative
advantage it would be through the use of models, in some
way as yet unlmown, Thus by early 1993 the on-farm research
had to do with the value of researchers' models within the
context of farmers' experiments, The on-farm project and
the market research project had converged,
In August 1992, I began the field work in central
Queenshmd, working with the farmers who formed part of
the on-farm project. We asked them how they used the four
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dillerent technological components of a farming system
which McCown had suggested as most likely to lead to more
sustainable farming practices: fel1iliser, purposeful crop
sequences, surface management, opportunity cropping. We
summarised their responses as rules, and checked these
with them individually. We aggregated the rules and checked
again at two group meetings, We felt that we could not unpack
any more, We also tried to elicit some decision trees and
some personal estimates of the likely distributions of yield,
People found these exercises more or less easy. We
compared elicited distributions of sorghum yield with model
output obtained from John Dhnes who used one olthe crop
models now included in APSlM, There were clearly
discrepancies: the model over-estimated the yield in the
middle part of the distribution, This might be explained as
evidence of a yield gap; if so, it provides one example of the
way to use crop modeL'i in the context of an on~farm program.
This was not pursued,
I had previously introduced Christina Gladwin's work on
etlmographic decision-tree modelliug as a way of capturing
farmers' decision-making behaviour and presenting it to the
other scientists. We tried to pattern the rules the farmers
had agreed to into a decision tree, This did not work: some
decision twigs were evident, but it was clear that the treelike structure was a superimposed construct which
significantly altered what farmers had told us, Art Shulman,
who took part in some of the interviews for his
documentation of communication within the technology
transfer process, pointed out that all the models are different
and that we needed to capture that. The rule sets are a
convenient way of capturing farmers' models. There are
many models (ways of doing things; ways of describing/
malting explicit what we do), because people are trying to
do dillerent things, because they face different resource
constraints and opportunities, and because they see the
world differently, The models which we had elicited/
constructed captured these differences well: between farming
systems (crops; crops with cattle; cattle with crops); and by
location (Banana; Capella), There was some evidence of
stability in the rule sets despite a severe disturbance (the
long drought), as Art pointed out, and adaptation to changing
circumstances (the differences in the historical exploitation
of soil fertility in Banana and Capella), The rule sets also
clearly differed from the scientists' model in breadth (the
scientists' model has a rather narrow scope, but is rich in
hierarchical complexity), stability (the scientists' model was
brittle) and adaptability (the scientists' model has been slow
to adapt to changing circumstances and remains focused
on water and N regardless of the mice and locusts),
We felt that we could now say sometlling about farmers'
models in a way that captured some of the richness of their
behaviour, and which contrasted this with the scientists'
models (Cox et ai., 1993b, 1995), Complexity of models
was clearly an issue, I have discussed this (Cox, 1993) and
made the point that complexity is a matter of design, not a
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given. It is something that we choose to incorporate or not
(to a specific extent), not something that is thrust upon us.
Complexity arises out of the interaction of an observer and
a natural system, and is not something inherent in the natural
system that can be captured in an objective way. This paper
valued the elegance of the farmers' models and placed them
in stark contrast with the scientists' models, which exhibit a
particular level of complexity (because that is d,e way
scientists perceive the world) for no apparent reason from
a management perspective. Models that describe underlying
natural processes may have little relevance to a practical

situation where the issue is more about how to respond to
ever-changing patterns of circumstances. Farmers' models
are adept at coping with open systems; scientists' models
are one way of describing a quasi-closed system. Our design
vocabulary was starting to expand.
Some of this I began writing up by Christmas 1993. I
used my previous experience with SIRATAC as a case studypardy because I now saw this as politically safe since the
SIRATAC User Group (SUG-previously SLUG, the SIRATAC
Loyal Users Group!) had folded and SIRATAC was no longer
operational. I had hoped to include as co-author Ken Brook,
who had been manager of the SIRATAC project before moving
to QDPI. I was starting to point out d,e apparent absurdity
in the notion that scientists' models provide any itnmediate
basis for decision support for practical decision-malting at
farm level. This argument was consistent with my experience
both at Narrabri and now at APSRU. I believe that the
scientists were upset because of their previous commitment
to developing sitnulation models and using them in decision
support products, and because I was not expressing
sufficiently strongly possible alteruative 'places' for crop
simulation models. Any criticism of APSIM (as the APSRU
cropping sitnulation environment had now become) was
now clearly off limits. McCown said that he would block
publication of the paper. I tried to get Dr Greg McKeon to
contribute to the paper in order to insel1 the 'balance' which
he, Brook and McCown claimed it lacked. (I thought it was
pretty balanced already, and that my criticism of modelling
activities directed at decision support at farm level was
relatively muted, and intended to achieve a better balance).
After some time, McKeon and I reached aldnd of agreement
about the case I was trying to present, that the arguments
were both valld and substantial ... but they still hurt. McKeon
would not agree to be co-author unless Brook did. Brook
refused because he saw this as disloyalty to SIRATAC and d,e
SIRATAC staff with whom he had worked for so long. I elicited
Shuitnan's help in structuring the paper better so that the
argument was clearer and talk of fallure would not close
down all communication. Shulman pointed out the relevance
of escalation theoty to this situation. That fitted and was
incorporated in the paper. It was eventually submitted for
publication in early 1995 (Cox 1996), well over a year after
it was first written, and it has since been accepted by

Agl'icuitul'ai Systems.

About three months after Ridge joined us, the modellers
began their kitchen table sessions with farmer groups, first
with the groups set up by Mike Foale, a CSIRO soil monitoring
expert, on the Darling Downs, and then more widely. I
objected that these had little to do with the joint
experimentation that Garside and I had promoted in central
Queensland two years before. McCown and Carberry
maintained that the approach was entirely consistent with
what we had proposed; indeed, that what they were doing
was what I had said they should do. The models were
initiallsed on the basis of monitoring data obtained from
the on-farm trials (or at least from commercial paddocks)
but the issues were dictated not by the demands of unpacking
an issue that all parties had agreed was itnporiant (and using
tools appropriate to it) but by what the models could do. To
a large extent (but not entirely-the appropriate treatment
of the variable costs of cotton production is an example))

scientists did not appear to listen to or value the contributions
of farmers to the discussion either during the kitchen table
sessions or at other times: the scientists' model wa.."i right
since from their point of view it provided an objective
standard by which practical reallty could, and should, be
judged.
I attended a number of these sessions. In some, I was
impressed by the way the farmers proposed explanations
for obvious errors in the model output (e.g. overland flow
of water, temperature discrepancies, radiation differences
between seasons). In others, the farmers' models were
clearly able to cope verywell with the issue faced. The value
of information about the deep nitrogen bulge found in the
on-farm monitoring is an important case. During an interlude

when the crop models fell over, we asked the farmers what
they would do if they knew they had deep N; some said they
would pull back on their Nrate a bit (but still use a starter
rate); some said they would not do anything differently
because in some years the roots would not get down far
enough to reach the N source. The scientists' model could
not handle that issue till six months later; and still the
interpretation of the model output was confused. The
possibility that information about deep N might have zero
value was not accepted by scientists. By the end of 1995,
dus was still not widely accepted. Indeed, the distinction
between the value of the Nand the value of information about
the N was never clearly expressed by scientists. I tried to
open this discussion over e-mail. I pointed out that there is
a range of answers to this sort of question, that it can be
approached by using a range of models of varied complexity,
and that farmers' models can do a good job in handling
issues of this kind. Such comments were not seen as helpful
and further discussion was discouraged. My attempt to open
debate about the appropriate use of the particular category
of model represented by APSIM thus did not meet with
immediate success in mid-1994.
An external review of APSRU towards the end of 1994,
intended to evaluate the periormance of the group against
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the original objectives and plot a direction for future
development, Duly reinforced these concerns. It appeared
to endorse a previous conception of the value of a particular
categDlY of model (computer simulation) regardless of the
issue at hand, as against an issues-based analysis with or
without the use of particular models. For me, the history of
APSRU over the last five years has effectively been are-run
of the SIRATAC StDlY at Narrabri, despite the early attempts
to avoid such a fate. Some people (Ridge, Freebairn) see
this; od,ers appear not to. This is disappointing because four
years ago APSRU stali did not wish to be known as the
'modelling group' and were intent on beiog relevant to
farmers, although perhaps unclear about what that meant.
What we have seen is a reversion to previous modes of
behaviour, whether under the pressure to obtain external
funding for projects, or to satisfy the review, or to satisfy an
inappropriate reward system that values scientific papers of
a certain kind. This cloak of objectivityfaUs to recognise, let
alone to value, the insights of other stakeholders, and the
changes required in the way we do business if we are to
ioIiuence others to behave differently.
To a large extent then, we have shown up some of the
lilnitations of a particular class of crop model to support
routine decision-making in the management of agricultural
production systems (Cox, 1996). We have been partly
successful io getting model constrncts of other stakeholder
groups on the agenda (Cox et al., 1995). We have suggested
other ways of doing business, working with stal,eholders to
examine matters of mutual concern) which have been taken
on to a greater or lesser extent (Cox et al., 1993a, 1994,
1995, 1996). And evaluation of models is on the agenda
(Cox et al., 1995). But the preoccupation with a unitary
model persists albeit with some exceptions, most notably
Freebairn's support of other model categories.
There is scope for using stinple models to help explore
the different courses of action available to practical managers
(either in the context of group diSCUSSions, or one-to-one).
These models will largely be a refinement of existing rules!
models. Models of the APSIM type are poorly justified in this
context because of their lack of transparency and their need
for considerable technical suppDli. That technology has been
oversold, and we need to step back from it to evaluate it
properly. People, for whatever reason, tend to undervalue
their own models/constructs compared with the 'objectivelyderived' const11lcts of professional science. My critique of
simulation modelling is two-pronged: it points both to the
inadequate exploitation of these models as research tools
(because people just believe them and do not interrogate
them io the context of a specific issue); and to the excessive
claims made by scientists about the ability of these tools to
guide the practical management of production systemsi.e. about their value as DSS. It is still about horses for
courses, but only just.
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1.2.2

Peter Ridge's story

I came to APSRU early in 1994 after ten years as a
cropping consultant in Victoria's Wimmera region, My move
into consulting was io part prompted by my realisation, from
research on reduced tillage systems, that routine monitoring
of soil water and nitrogen could offer the possibility of more
intensive cropping d,an was then normal. This reallsation
was prompted by the 1982 drought when crop fallure caused
soil water to be left untapped. This water, originally
accumulated through the wet 1981 season, was carried
forward into 1983. For this reason, I promoted the recropping of paddock, in 1983 which had falled in 1982.
The normal practice was to return them to fallow. This proved
rather more successful thall expected and it took us some
time to appreciate that the main cause was the accumulation
of large quantities of minerallsed nitrogen under failed crops
through the drought.
I started consultiog early in 1984. It was a good time to
start as there was plenty of money ahout after a very good
1983 harvest. 1984 was a very average season but good
reserves of soil water, accumulated under fallows prepared
in the wet 1983 winter, promoted some very good yields.
The cropping system began to change very quickly. By 1983,
field peas were quite well established as an alternative to
cereals and were promoted for their value as a disease break
(cereal cyst nematode and take-all). The area of field peas
peal,ed in the late 1980s and other crops were progressively
iotroduced. These included chickpeas (highly profitable at
$300 plus per tonne), faba beans (sometimes profitable,
but often diseased), canola and safflower. Growers were
starting to ask a lot of questions and were challenging the
old insistence on a fallow to accumulate soil water from
one winter to sustain crops through the spring of the
following year. Routioe monitoring provided some of the
answers to these questions. Some crops (e.g. faba beans
and canola) regularly left substantial reserves of soil water
which could be exploited by growiog a crop in the next
season. Soil nitrate nitrogen was generally higher after faba
beans than after chickpeas. New highly-productive sequences
of crops which viliually eliminated the threat of cereal root
diseases emerged from these discoveries,
In addition to the routine monitoring of soil water with
a neutron probe, I started to measure soil nitrate N (0-60
cm) in 1985. My interpretations were based on Reg French's
work on fallowing in South Australla and research (simple
models) published by Bob Myers (Myers 1984). I monitored
my first canola crop (called rape io those days) in 1985. It
was grown on country that had been sown to medic and
fallowed. Soil testing io the autumn revealed 170 kg/ha
nitrate N (0-60 cm) which was the highest level recorded
in any paddock that year. I thought that this should be more
than ample for a good canola crop. The crop suffered an
early set-back from red-legged earthmite, but once d,ese
were brought under conu'ol the crop took on the appearance
of a cabbage patch gone wild. It grew so high that we were
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not sure that it could be windrowed. It proved to be a
bonanza of 3 lIha at $370/t on a rising market.
Chickpeas were the next exciting prospect. The
Department of Agriculture was keeping the technology close
to its chest, but by 1986 farmers were clamouring for a slice
of the actioil. Weed control was a major issue and, after five
seasons of replicated trial work, the department
recommended Bladex (4l!ha and $40Iha) for broadlea!
weed control. The growers quickly became f11lstrated with
a product that was so thick that it could not be coaxed
through the illters of their boomsprays. Bladex also failed
to control weeds when used according to the label. I was
aware that Allan Mayfield, then with the South Australian
Department of Agriculture, had done some unreplicated
observation trials with simazine and atrazine on chickpeas.
I could think of a dozen other mixtures that might prove
successful. With a grant of $5,000 per year from tile Victorian
Wheat Research Committee, I undertook a program of llials
that spanned three years (1987-89). By the third year,
almost ali Victoria's expanding area of chickpeas (100,000
hectares in 1989) was treated with simazine and atrazine
which proved highly effective and cheap at $7Iha.
To validate my approach to soil ultrate testing, I undertook
a few simple nitrogen fertiliser trials on paddocks with low
and high soil nitrate N. By 1989, I was keen to expand these
mals and to introduce simple tissue tests (sap nitrate) to
allow growers to monitor the nitrogen status of their crops.
They cordd then consider top-dressing with urea according
to the opportunities presented by each season. I won
financial support from GRDC for this purpose. I found that
tissue tests were an especialiy useful adjunct to soil testing
in identifying opportunities for top-dressing urea in seasons
of above average rainfali. The growers did their own trials
to validate the approach-usualiy with missed strips in
paddocks and occasionaliy with strips in missed paddocks.
Changed behaviour flowed quicldy from the learning so
acquired.
Throughout this time, new crops were continually being
introduced: vetch, lentils and linola. Markets were emerging
and disappearing. For a short time, vetch was being sold at
a premium as ersatz lentils; but this market disappeared
overnight as the result of a health scare about its use as
human food. Growers (and their advisers) were continualiy
attempting to make sense of this kaleidoscope of
experiences. They had to make tileir next move without ever
being clear about the meaning of their last experience. No
longer could the growers afford the luxury of waiting for the
definitive answer to emerge from long-term research. There
was an urgent need for immediate interpretation as a guide
to action.
The formation and early work of APSRU had attracted
my attention. I had read in the Queensland Grain-Grower
of Mike Foale's exploits with simple hand-driven soil
sampling equipment. I met Bob McCown at the Agronomy
Conference in Adelaide in September 1993. I was left with

the impression that the APSRU group was focused on
cropping systems issues and that its modelling capability
could provide some usefrdleads. I tllOUght that the modelling
approach should be able to provide opportune answers to
the urgent questions of the day. I was looking for a change
of direction after ten years in consulting) and relocating to
Toowoomba offered more OppOltunities for my children as
they approached their upper secondary years. I also believed
that my background could be useful to APSRU which was
attempting to apply its expertise to managing crops in
sustaInable cropping systems.
I was not entirely cOlnfortable with the 'Market Research'
project proposal but thought that it was sufficiently vague
for me to develop a project to suit my interests. I mistakerdy
believed thatihad three years to bring the project to frultion,
but within three months of my arrival I learnt otherwise. I
embarked on some initial open-ended interviews with
producers on the Darling and Western Downs to gaIn a
better understanding of their cropping systems and the 11lles
and models that they use as guides. I wanted to do this
because I foresaw follow-up interviews in which questions
about the scope for doing things differently would be asked,
but I got side-tracked on to other matters, including an
involvement in the sister on-farm project. I accumrdated data
in the form of ll·anscripts. The preparation and checking of
transcripts occupied much of my time. It was clear that data
of this type are open to a variety of interpretations. I was not
uncomfortable with this because my interpretation of
scientific data often differed from that of my peers: I could
often see possibilities and OppOltunities for farmers that had
been overlooked by the scientists who originaliy collected
the data. I accept that we bring our own unique perspective
to the interpretation of data, and that these are shaped by
the learning which we accurnrdate through formal education
and experience.

1.3

Background to our
methodology

In developing our approach to this project, we drew
heavily on the ideas of Checkland (see Checkland, 1981;
and Scholes, 1990). We recognised that issues to do with
the management of biological production systems are, in
Checkland's terms, Human Activity Systems (lIAS). The way
to successful intervention in an HAS is different from that
used by scientists to describe natural systems because it
cannot be studied as a system independent of, and external
to, the actors who form the system. Researchers are part of
the system in which they are intervening; and if they are not
part of the system, their intervention wili be ineffective. While
there can be many different perceptions of an HAS,
depending on the position of the actors and the arena in
which they are operating, the value of an HAS model resides
in whether it helps to create opportunities to negotiate an
improved (less problematic) situation for particrdar actors.
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Since the nineteenth century, science has accumulated
an impressive record of achievement through the application
of methods which are characterised by reductionism,
repeatability and refutation. Breaking down the whole into
its component parts has been an effective way to develop
understanding at the process level about the behaviour of
biophysical systems. But the application of such
understanding to the business of managing complex systems
may reqnire a different approach. One approach used by
scientists is to re-create the whole by re-combining in models
their disunited pieces of understanding. This is the approach
used by crop physiologists in their development of crop
simulation models. In other cases, the system cannot be recreated from its parts because the whole has properties that
are quite different to the sum of its parts. This is the concept
of emergence. The relative importance of emergent
properties is the basis of the category mistahe which has led
researchers to apply the same approach to managing
production systems as they have traditionally used to describe
biophysical processes. This mistahe has persisted only
because of the extent of the cultural gap between scientists
and farmers; but this is jumping ahead in our story

Our approach in the market research study loosely
followed that of stages 1 and 2 of Checkland's Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM). We took the view that because we were
not even sure what the problem was, we needed to immerse
ourselves in the problematic situation over an extended
period: to dance, to affect and be affected, in order to
discover a pattern in it. We were hoping to effect change,
and possibly new leaming, with other actors. We joined the
dance; we suggested new steps; we tripped over; we
recovered. And the dance moves on.

i'

ii
,

The HAS included APSRU and its scientists, crop
producers in north-eastern Australia, and their advisers
(agribusiness, public sector and independent). We wanted
to understand what our colleagues in APSRU hoped to
achieve through their construction of crop simulation
models; how this could be made more relevant to the goals
and needs of crop producers; and the extent to which
advisers reflected the needs of farmers, and therefore could
be relied upon to facilitate interactions between APSRU
scientists and farmers. But, more importantly, we took
Vickers's view (Checkland and Casar, 1986) that social
systems are not so much goal-seeklng, but rather about
maintaining relationships which create possibilities for the
actors. Communication was central to the project.
Over a three-year period, various qualitative and
quantitative approaches were used depending on the nature
of the inqniry (the episode in which we were involved). The
justification for the choice of a particular method will be
evident in the body of the report, where we also discuss the
limitations of each approach. Each episode suggested further
possibilities which we tried to build on. The approach we
adopted (our route through the project) was rather different
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from that initially envisaged. Our relationships with other
actors also changed during, and as a result of, our
involvement in the project. And our ideas about methods of
engaging, and how to talk about different episodes, also
changed.
In initiai interviews with farmers in centrai Queensland,
we tried to capture what farmers were telling us about the
way they managed various technological components which
were believed by researchers to contribute to the
development of a more sustainable production system (use
of fertiliser, opportunity cropping, purposeful crop
sequences and surface management). It became clear that
different farmers managed these in different ways; that what
farmers told us could be represented by rule sets; that the
rnle sets constituted the farmers' own models of the systems
they were managing; tiIat these models constituted effective
management tools for the problems they faced; and that these
models differed in several imp011ant ways from the models
of scientists (Cox et at., 1996). Later work by Peter Ridge
on the Darling Downs confirmed in our minds the value of
this interpretation for improving communication between
farmers and scientists. These 'systems of action' are
described in Chapter 2. But the low use of DSS products by
farmers for routine deciSion-making, which was confirmed
by our initial interviews with them, led us to question the
assumptions underlyblg the design of DSS technology and
its provision within a traditional framework of extension
practice. Thus early on we were led to switch directions and
to focus more of our effort on the way in which models are
developed and used by scientists.

We easily formed relationships and established
communication with farmers and advisers. Communication
between ourselves and our colleagues in APSRU was rather
more strained. Our approach was viewed with suspicion
because it was not seen to be objective, reductionistscience.
We failed to communicate successfully that the smdy of
human activity system can never be 'objective', and that our
interpretations (models) can never be other than a small
sample of tile many possible interpret~tions (models) that
might be advanced. We consider that those we did advance
are of value both to farmers and scientists because: they
avoided the trap of endorsing a linear, one-way
communication channel-a trap experienced at first hand
by both Ridge and Cox (Cox, 1996); they opened options
for novel configurations of interaction; and they valued
pluralism in interpretation as an effective strategy to cope
with complexity, uncertainty, conflict, and differences in the
perception of these. This would not have been achieved
through the imposition of a reductionist, scientific approach.
These 'systems of thought' are described in Chapter 3.
Our scientist colleagues quite clearly had different
expectations from us about the results of our study. They
wanted us to define the specifications of decision support
products which would meet the needs of the market (in
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terms of content, provision of options, input requirements,
mode of analysis, and choice of output representations), so
that these could be used to re-jig their crop simulation
models and enable them to 'do good things'. But, as we
progressed through several episodes, we increasingly
questioned whether scientific models (complex simulation
models intended to describe the behaviour of the natural
world for a scientific audience) could provide, for instance,
a decision support product which would bring about
improved management. We were prompted to raise these
issues by the fact that farming communities showed little
interest in computerised decision SUppOit products (Stapper,
1993;LWRRDC, 1993) as well as by the patterns of innovation
we witnessed as they undolded atAPSRU. From our point of
view, APSRU had become preoccupied with the development
of APSlM to the virtual exclusion of any other category of
model. APSIM was increasingly portrayed, both internally and
externally, as the vehicle for APSRU's maIn contribution to
the development of improved management of broadacre
agricultural productioo systems. From our point of view, this
development was looking increasingly hizarre. Nevertheless,
the progressive acImowledgment of process was an emergent
theme (Chapter 4).

workshop process and exposure to decision support
products changed the views of participants (e.g. of advisers
to crop simulation models or business planning). The
sessions were taped, and transcripts of these provided
additional (qualitative) data about the nature of the
communication between participants in the presence of the
decision aid. The results of the two workshops are presented
in Chapter 5.

At one stage in our research, we attempted to bridge the
communication gap between ourselves and the scientists by
retreating to a paradigm of enquiry with which our scientist
colleagues would be more comfortable, even though we were
not. We recognised that their way of construing the world is
based on the assumption that it could (and should) he
mapped as if humans had little agency and would respond
in law-like ways. We decided to encourage dialogue by setting
up the story line with the use of constructs that were familiar
to them-when in Roma (or Dalhy, or Toowoomba), do as
the Romans do. This research strategy can be regarded as
consistent with our principles (1) of market relevance (here
scientists are the market); and (2) of bringing about
possibilities by recognising the possihilities of others. Within
this framework, we conducted two evaluation workshops
for decision support approaches, one with a sample of
farmers atDalby and the other with advisers in Toowoomba.
At the planning stage, we spoke with some of the people
involved in the development of these products in order to
establish their vision for them. We used the findings from
these discussions to draw up specification sheets for each
product or approach. These were referred hack to the
developers for comment before they were used in the
workshops as a basis for comparison. In these work'hops,
we used a questionnaire to capture some reactions of
potential users to four different approaches to decision
support, and quantified these reactions as ratings. This
questionnaire provided quantitative data on the background
of participants (e.g. areas of crops sown in the case of
farmers, and contacts with farmers in the case of advisers).
The questionnaires allowed us to present data, within the
scientists' ways of construing, on the degree to which the

• a main task is to explicate the ways people in particular
settings manage their day-to-day sitnations

In a general way, our approach was consistent with recent
thinking in qualitative data analysis. Thus (after Miles and
Huberman 1994, pp. 6-7):

•

qualitative research is conducted through an intense
andlor prolonged contact with a life sitnation

•

the researcher's role is to gain a 'holistic' (systemic,
encompassing, integrated) overview of the context under
study

•

the researcher attempts to capture data on the
perception of local actors 'from the inside', through a
process of deep attentiveness

•

the researcher may isolate certaIn themes that can be
reviewed with informants

•

many interpretations are possible, but some are more
compelling for theoretical reasons or on grounds of
internal consistency

•

the researcher is essentially the main 'measurement
device' in the study

•

most analysis is done with words.

In addition, and importantly, we tried to incorporate a
non-neutral constructivist position which recognised
ourselves a.."i actors (effecting actions, actively seeking to
bring about change) in the problematic situation.

Rigour resides in the use of multiple methods, and in the
scope for individual methods to provide additional evidence,
to confirm or deny a particular interpretation. Rigour in
data collection and analysis was sought in several ways:
•

triangulation, with progressive verification of patterns,
through our involvement in multiple incidents, with
various groups of people (scientists, farmers), at various
locations (farmers in central Queensland, and on the
Darling Downs), at various times (over the three years
of the project);

• direct participation in critical incidents (e.g. the on-farm
project in central Queensland, the development of an
interpretation of the deep nitrogen bulge) and
subsequent follow-up of the interpretation with other
participants;
• verification through proposing alternative explanations
of critical incidents, opening up possibilities for novel
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interpretations of a shared experience, and through
confirmatory feedback on the substance of conclusions
from some of the actors involved (but importantly not
all) ;

• generalisation through recounting, and reinterpreting
in the light of current experiences, other situations in
which we had been involved e,g, Cox's experience of
SIRATAC; and
•

through deliberately engineering particular kinds of
interaction with other actors (e,g, the two DSS
workshops), in ways sympathetic to their perspective,

Rigour needs to be distinguished from efficacy and
evaluation. Outcomes emerge within relationships with each
party's outputs being evaluated (and re-evaluated) by the
other, Whereas the capturing of the process requires rigour
(recognising a consistent pattern from multiple
perspectives), the value of the approach resides in its ability
to generate new ways oflooking at the world, and to negotiate
novel meanings with other actors, leading eventually to better
outcomes. The notion of rigour is itself socially constructed,
and part of oUl' project was to stimulate re-negotiation of
tltis construct with our colleagues; this is still going on,
The conduct of these relationships is essentially episodic
and discontinuous; the nature of these relationships changes
as a result of continual engagement (including different hinds
of engagement with different groups); and people willingly
enter into relationships of this kind to seek ways of doing
things differently. We are learning to live in a more complex
world inhabited by multiple stakeholders with multiple
agendas.
We learned that there arc as many perceptions and
models of natural systems as there are of human systems,
The distinction between natural and human systems,
proposed by the scientists as a way of conserving their
particular point of view, cannot be maintained, because the
management of natural systems is very much a human activity,
and it is only through the human s')'Stem that we come to
know the natural system! (Shulman et aI., 1990), Progress
in the way agricultural production systems are managed is
more likely to be reallsed if all actors actively seek out and
evaluate alternative ways of viewing the world than by rigidly
adhering to a single point of view, The best farmers are
masters of this, They actively pursue opportunities to
challenge their own perceptions and models, They do this
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by active observation, through formal and informal
discussion, and through their reading. There is, to our way
of thinking, clearly a need to embrace multiple models to
meet the different needs of, and to communicate with, the
many individuals who constitute the HAS associated with
farming,
10 summary, as part o!this project we sought:
•

to captUl'e farmers' models of what they are doing;

• to develop and use an effective representation of their
models so as to discuss them with OUl' scientific
colleagues;
•

to argue for the effectiveness of farmers' modeL, for what
farmers are trying to do;

•

to demonstrate the power of these models compared
with the simulation models of the scientists for what
farmers were trying to do;

•

to get the notion of multiple models (whether for
different purposes, 01' for the same purpose but used by
different actors) accepted as axiomatic;

•

to raise the issue of the way in which different models
(models with a different purpose, models used by
different people) may be articulated;

•

to propose preferred modes of at1iculation if purposeful
change in the way agriculturai production systems are
managed is to be achieved; and

•

to suggest a framework (re-engineering) within which
such a transition could be managed,

At the outset, we did not reallse the size of this task: the
shift from an output-oriented cuinu'e to an outcome-oriented
culture is substantial, particularly for a science-based
orgattisation such as CSIRO, By our continual questioning
of the actions of our colleagues we were in real danger of
subverting the kind of relationships we were trying to build
(ones we believe to be necessary for attempting the
transition). Yet, if we did not question those actions, we
would have been seen as endorsing a particular point of
view which we did not see as helpful to progress (at least
not to the exclusion of all others), This would lead, we
believed, to evel'deeper Ol'gattisationai commitment to the
provision of DSS products which no one would use, and
which therefore had no value, This put us in a difficult
position.
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2

Systems of action

2.1

Introduction

By 'systems of action', we refer primarily to the world of
farmers, d,e practical managers of agricultural production
systems. But those aspects of their world in which we were
interested were initially defined by the interests of the
scientists. Thus, in our interviews in central Queensland,
we restricted our questions (interrogation) mainly to the
use of the four technological components regarded by
scientists as potentially contributing to more-sustainable
farming systems (see Miles and Huberman, 1994). In
addition, we attempted at first to use a tight approach to
data display based on Gladwin's ethnographic decision tree
modelling (Gladwin, 1989). We encountered problems with
d,is which we describe in our paper (Cox et al.1995). A
dance metaphor provided an alternative framework, more
dynamic than a tree, and one that emphasised the nature of
the communication processes in which we were involved.

2.2

Farmers in central
Queensland and on the
Darling Downs

2.2.1

Personal characteristics and market
responses to DSS

I'm not prepared to make a change, Maybe if I was 10 01'
20 years younger I'd be happy to ...I'm not prepared to
layout big money at this stage in our farming life to
change our farming methods. ,.. Yes it could be done, hut
we're hoping to give up fanning in about five years.

Producer, Dalby September 1994

In 1994, the average age of farmers in Australia was 53,
and their number continues to decline. These statistics mask
a huge adjustment problem, namely that a large number of
farmers are anxious to leave farming in the next few years,
and are therefore not prepared to jeopardise their financial
secmityin retirement by adopting new methods: their priority
is to maintain their generally strong equity position. This is
especially the case when most new methods involve an
investment in learning, as well, perhaps, as borrowing to
invest in new equipment. It is therefore not surprising that
the management of much of Australia's farming land remains
conservative.
Those who are charged with developing new technology
and decision support products must recognise the limitations
hnposed by the high average age of farmers and adjust their
approach accordingly. This includes working alongside
farmers with technology appropliate to d,eir stage in life
and their aspirations as farm families. This will usually mean
working with simple low-risk technologies; but most
importantly it will mean very clear and concise

communication of the benefits in terms that will have wide
appeal. There are plenty olthese technologies, but their very
shnpJicity means that they no longer excite the imagination
of scientists. In these cases, the communication of the
technology is far more challenging and exciting than the
underlying science which is often twenty or more years old.
However, there is real danger in re-packaging old science
as computerised decision support: while it revitallses the
interest of scientists in the old and mundane, it does nothing
to widen its appeal for those who might benefit most from
its application.
Alternatively, decision support developers can choose to
work with a more receptive group of farmers who are usually
younger, have bigger debts, and are more ready to embrace
risk and debt in the interests of greater ultimate reward.
This group, which may represent 20-30% of d,e farming
conununity, generally accounts for most of its production.
They are usuaUy better educated aod are young enough to
take a 10ngerHterm view. However, decision support packages
and crop simulation models do not always appeal to this
group because at least some of them know that what they
contain is already out of date:
As the computers get more powerful and are able to take
into account more factors, well you see we're already
doing thaLI suppose they're good for putting down on
paper what we already know.

Pl'Oducer, Dalby, September 1994

2.2.2

On-farm research

If our expetiment works we're going to cultivate up the
rows, grow them on 30 inch rows, and cut down on the
use of chemicals.
Producer experimenting with chickpeas,
Chinchilla, July 1994

All the producers interviewed as part of this project
provided their interpretation of one or more experiments
that d,ey had conducted over the last five years. In all cases,
these expeliments had been done in isolation and there was
no fOlmal means of sharing insights between neighbouring
farms. What insights were shared through informal means
is unknown.
Even within quite short disbmces around Dalby, the topiCS
of on-farm research were quite diverse. Some were
examining the establishment, survival and productivity of a
range of pasture grasses and legumes, while others were
assessing the green manure value of lab lab (lablab
pu'pul'eus) for its effects 011 ensuing crops.
In other areas (including the farmers in central
Queensland interviewed by Cox), experiments related to the
use of grain legumes to reduce outlays on nitrogen fertiliser,
and there were many instances where farmers were checking
responses to nitrogen and phosphorus fertiliser. Here, there
was some evidence that farmers formed self-selected groups
and shared their experience.
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The interpretation and exchange of information between
growers urgently needs to be facilitated. This can best be
achieved if they work in small groups, under the umbrella
of a larger organisation which can expedite exchanges
between groups and across regions. In addition, if
cOIIlIllunities are to get the most out of these uncoordinated
experiments, there needs to be an attempt to collect some
additional data, such as from chentical analyses of soil and
tissue, and through the use of weather stations. In this way,
it should be possible to interpret these experiments better
and accelerate the learning by linking the results from
farmers' expeliments with those of professional science. The
TOPCROP and MEY Check programs were introduced to
standardise the approach to data collection within a region,
but most imp0l1antly they aimed to maximise the leanung
from farmers conducting their own monitOling. The models
of professional science can also contribute to this le31lling
so long as they are transparent and flexible enough to allow
participants to focus on, and highlight, the most promising
issues.
We asked farmers specifically about their use of foul'
technological component' which scientists believe contribute
to the development of more-sustainable farming systems:
crop sequences, fertiliser, opportunity cropping and sUlface
management. Other issues emerged during the interviews
such as marketing, and storage facilities for grain and
fertiliser (Coxet al., 1995). The five aspects discussed below
provide an indication only of what farmers already know,
and the way in which they articulate their knowledge.
2.2.3

Rotation principles

but the link between its use and changed decisions was
tenuous.
Dryland cotton is not yet widely grown on the Darling
Downs, although it earned important income for most of
the participants in the APSRU on-farm project on the Downs.
Whether or not they grew the crop, most farmers were keen
to debate whether cotton could be grown sustainably in
rotations in the longer term. Lack of soil cover after cotton
was seen to be a serious drawback.
For the $10 an acre it costs to plant that's cheap
insurance to keep your topsoil.
Producer referring to lack of soil cover after

cotton, Dalby, September 1995
There is a widespread recognition that cotton thoroughly
dries soil profiles and leaves the soil prone to soil loss. Most
dryland cotton growers are therefore prepared to re-crop
cotton stubbles directly to a cereal (generally barley), well
aware of the possibility of crop fallure, in order to restore
soil cover and maximise the opportunities for recharge of
soil water in the following summer-they plan to manage
the consequences of their actions.
2.2.4

Nitrogen fertility

Dad tells me the other day he used to get 15-16%
protein, no tl'Oubles at all, but now we're struggling to
get 13; 12 just about pulls it up without fertiliser.... But
once agaln I don't think that actual fertiliser is the
answer. It will certainly help but I wonder if it's going to
be detrimental in the long run.

Producer, Chinchilla, July 1994

If you keep planting the same crop year after year you

start getting a build up of weeds.

Producer, Dalby, September 1994
According to some blokes that you talk to they've had no
trouble growing prime hard wheat in the next year
following chickpeas.

Producer, Chinchilla, July 1994
Most farmers interviewed recognised the value of rotating
both winter and summer crops to control weeds. Many
rotations consisted of three winter crops (with an intervening
summer fallow), followed by two or three summer crops
(with an intervening winter fallow). No diseases, such as
nematode or fungal infections of crowns and roots seem to
have influenced the development of crop rotations.
Generally, there was little use of detalled soil monitoring,
in developing and modifying cropping programs
(opportunity cropping). The only exceptions to this were
found among those f31mers who had been intimately involved
with APSRU and its soil monitoring techniques as part of the
on-farm project. At least one on-farm cooperator had been
using deep testing for soil nitrate for some years. The push
probe was used widely for assessing the status of soil water
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All the farmers interviewed expressed sentiments similar
to the above. There was a general recognition that fertility
had declined markedly over the last twenty years so that
wheat of prime hard quallty was no longer assured.
Those farmers who were actively involved with APSRU
were happy to apply nitrogen fel1iliser to solve their fe11ility
problem, but the others were less 'enthusiastic about bag
nitrogen, and were often actively experimenting with grain
legumes, green manure crops and pasture legumes. The
results of these experiments were often quoted in terms of
the increased yield and protein content of wheat and
sorghum crops that followed.
There was no general appreciation of the quantities of
lutrogen removed at harvest of the various crops, or that the
higher yields, achieved through improved timeliness of
operations over the last 15 ye31·s, were hastening the decline
in fel1ility. The rule of thumb about the crop's requirement
for around twice as much nitrogen as is removed at harvest
was not widely appreciated by farmers. However, this issue
has recently been the subject of some workshop activity on
the Darling Downs (Lawrence, personal communication).
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Moreover, growers had not been exposed to the rules of
thumb that determine how much extra nitrogen fertiliser is
needed to reliably guarantee prime hard wheat at various
yield expectations.
The concept of applying nitrogen to achieve a target yield
was familiar to a few cotton growers participating in the
APSRU on-farm program. In one case, a cotton grower
described a relationship between the target yield for cotton
and its nitrogen requirement, which was subsequently found
to correspond with published information (Ridge et al.,
1996).
None of the growers interviewed knew that sampling

The decision to choose a crop is therefore usually made

in the context of many interacting factors which appear over
time. The most important of these are: the timing of planting
rains, market outlook, rotational benefits (including stubble
cover), and the ability to control weeds in the crop. In some
cases, crop choice is restricted by the likely carry-over of

herbicide residues from previous crops. The more detailed
specification of available soil water and nitrogen, so as to
use crop simulation models for developing tightly specified
yield distributions, may help but its value depends on the
relative impollance of other factors which affect the decision.
2.2.6

Planting date

surface soils for total nitrogen or organic carbon content

could provide an index of a soil's nitrogen mineralisation
capacity. Sampling for this purpose has been done routinely
by APSRU for participants in the on-farm project, but its
value to growers, in terms of savings on nih'ogen feliiliser,

has not been exphtined. l'armers responded with interest
when it was revealed at a workshop session on rules of thumb
at Dalby (see Chapter 5), that each 0.5% of orgaulc carbon
equated to about 30-40 kg of mineralised Nper year, worth
about $25-30 per hectare per annum in fertiliser savings.
This revelation has obvious implications for producers
negotiating share-farming and lease arrangements, and in

screening properties for purchase.
2.2.5

Crop choice

We don't adjust sowing date ...when it rains you
plant. .. and according to the time of year you adjust your
crop type.

Producer, Dalby, September 1994
In the northern grain belt, crop options and opportunities
are often restricted by a lack of planting opportunities. Even
when soil profiles are full, there are sometimes no
0pp011unities for growers to take advantage of the good
reserves of sub-soil moisture. A few growers have overcome
this by deep planting into moisture at wider than normal
row spacings. In 1994, after heavy rains (200 mm) in March,
an on-farm cooperator near Capella achieved a 0.8 tonne
pel' hectare chickpea crop by adopthlg this approach. This
provided excellent returns with chickpea prices at $6001
tonne, but would have been marginal at normal prices of

like your chickpeas, they come in for harvest at the same
time as you want to start planting cotton .. .it's a lot easier
to have only one winter crop planted.

Producer, Dalby, September 1994
If it is early, you put cotton in. If it is late, you put
sorghum in. It is as simple as that.
Producer, oll-fanll sessioll, Brookstead, June

1994
When desclibing their rules for selecting crops, farmers
consistently listed profitability, yield and marketing risk as
important factors in their decision, although they rarely
referred to them in these terms. In addition, their choice of

crop had to be compatible with other elements of the

$250-300/tonne. In this case, the insight did not come from
the output of a chicl<pea simulation model but from kicking
the soil with the farmer and talking through his options.
Planting was precipitated by a shared realisation that
chickpea prices were likely to remain high, that chickpeas
could emerge from depth, and that wide row spacings would
not adversely affect their yield. Yield distributions were not
explicitly considered.
like the frost probabilities of Wheatman, we take that
into account, but I would still plant if it rained and the

frost probability was fairly high.
Producer, Dalby, September 1994

Crop choice was often dictated by the tinting of a planting
ntin. Detailed soil coring for available soil water and nitrogen
was rarely used to choose between crops: while soil water

Given the lack of planting oppornmities in Queensland,
the emphasis on frost damage (and its avoidance) in the
computerised decision support package, Wheatman,
appears to be misplaced. Most growers would be loath to
miss a planting opportunity: even though frost is a risk witll
very early plantings, they would stili elect to plant at least
part of their cropping program, possibly with 10ngeHeason

is often crudely estimated from growers' use of the push

crops and cultivars. In practice, growers attempt to manage

probe, and reference to their rainfall records, they use this
merely to provide a gulde to crop prospects. This inlonnation
might then be used to adjust the balance between cropsfor example, grow more barley and less wheat if soil water

this risk tlll'ough a portfolio of different crops, and varieties
of different maturity. Growers recognise the risk of frost

cropping program, especially where there was a clash

between crops in their respective demands on a limited pool
of labour.

reserves are low. This arises from a perception that barley
needs less water than wheat for an economic crop.

damage, acknowledge differences between crops in their

susceptibility to frost, and appreciate that frosts are more
frequent in drier seasons. Wheatman may have contributed
to this Imowledge but much of it would have been drawn
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from experience, shared and accumulated over a long
period.
2.2.7

Marketing

Even though we sold a heap this year at $500 per bale,
the price is now $600 per bale, and considering it was
$400 per bale three months ago.
Producer, Dalby, September 1994

Many farmers who had over the years become
accustomed to a regulated market, with a guaranteed
minimum price, are now feeling very vulnerable in a
deregulated market, particularly the smaller producers who
feel less able to mauage market risk. They do not produce
enough to make an investment in on~farm storage economic.
They are unable to put together sufficiently large parcels of
grain of consistent quallty to attract buyers. They feel
disempowered.
On the other haud, larger producers, with a turnover in
grain of at least $200,000, are in a far better position to
exploit price volatility. They see deregulation of markets as
au opportunity rather thau a threat. Nowhere is this more
apparent thau among cotton growers who thrive on mauaging
the large production and marketing risks that are an integral
part of their business. Larger producers have sufficient
volume to justify the installation of crop storage facilities,
aud they can put together large amounts of produce to attract
buyers. They are also able to enlist the support of marketiug
consultants.
Given the differences between these groups of farmers,
there seems little point in better specifying production risks,
with a view to managing them better, uuless marketing risk
is tackled at the same ttrue. What matters to growers is the
product of price and yield (less costs), and there appears
to be little justification for focusing on one factor to the
exclusion of the other.

2.3

Advisers

During this project we formally interviewed public and
private sector advisers in order to understand better how
they have contributed to the development of, and currently
use, computerised decision-support packages such as
Wheatmanl. In some cases, we also asked about their
expectations of APSRU, and their views on the relevance of
its modelling capability (APSIM) to their needs as advisers.

2.3.1

Wheatman

We would be more concel'1led that it correlates with what
we expect in yields and proteins ... at least for the good
growers that we are working with.
Public sector adviser, 20 January 1995

The users of Wheatman were largely confined to advisers
in QDPI. They, like their colleagues in APSRU, were
concerned with the 'credibility' of their models: that yields
predicted by Wheatman should closely match the experience
of growers. They felt obliged to establish this credibility
before they could advauce it as a source of new insights aud
possibilities.
The general opinion is that [Wheatman] will be used
more among agribusiness and consultants because it is a
reasonably complex program.
Public sector adviser, 20 January 1995
[lVheatman] is good .. ,for consultants and agronomists
to run through it all to get their rules of thumb in line.

Public sector adViser, 30 November 1994

QDPI personnel involved in the development of
Wheatman thought private sector advisers would be
importaut users olthe program. There was little evidence to
suggest that this was the case as yet (see Chapter 5), but
there was at least one agribusiness adviser who indicated
that he used it on behalf of farmer clients. At least one other
public sector adviser said he used Wheatman at the strut of
each season to update his understandings in preparation
for presentations to farmer meetings.
People that have used Wheatmall may use it once or
twice then learn from it to the extent that they don't need
to go back to it. .. .I believe that I've got lVheatman in my

head.
Private sector adViser, 30 November 1994

Most of the advisers interviewed believed that once
Wheatman had been thoroughly interrogated then much of
the irdormation it contained could be compressed to some
working rules-i.e. that it was not yery re-usable. At least
one respondent valued the look-up table for days-toflowering for varieties of different maturities. However, if
that is to be referred to regularly during the sowing period
it would be more convenient to have a printed version on
hand instead of regularly rnnning Wheatman.
.. .frost is a velY difficult thing to quantify.... Look back at
those bad years ... have all been late frosts and the earlier
plantings have got through it.
Private sector adviser, 30 November 1994

1

Neither APSIM nor Howwet (see Chapter 5) was commercially
available at the time of the study, but advisers were familiar
with what kinds of output models could generate. Some of them
clearly had expectations for APSRU.
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The original focus of Wheatman was frost lisk and its
management through the manipulation of plauting date and
variety. One adviser was not confident that Wbeatman could
adequately predict the yield loss from any given frost event
because there appeared to be a whole host of factors,
apparently not included in the underlying model, that could
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alter the effects of a frost on a crop. Further enquily revealed
that the basis for calculating yield loss from frost damage
was not widely appreciated by those responsible for the
development and promotion of Wheatman.
... the positives are the farm paddock recol'ds ... and the
graphical output. .. .it's a pretty comprehensive package

with the paddock recording) spreadsheets, costs and
prices.

Public sector adviser, 20 JanualY 1995

The focus of Wheatman has changed over the years.
Originally, managing frost risk in wheat was the priority, but
it now covers a range of technical issues induding fertiliser
use, control of wild oats, disease risk, management of
herbicide resistance, and the calculation of gross margins
for the options of interest. In recent months, the potential of
its paddock-recording facility to support individual learning
has been highlighted. This is a very ambitious goal for any
computelised decision-support product. It has been difficult
to establish how Wheatman will support learning by
individuals who work on their own records in isolation. OUf
interviews with farmers suggest that they normally prefer to
learn within groups, and that this learning is more likely to
emerge from the joint construction of models and

interpretations based on paddock records and other local
data.
2.3.2

APSRU and APSIM

Many of the advisers interviewed had been part of the
APSRU on-farm activities. In our discussions with them, and
in a subsequent evaluation of the Dalbypilot on-farm project
by Dr Jeff Coutts (Rural Extension Centre, Gatton), it was
dear that they became involved with APSRU because it offered
scope for learning.
You don't necessarily need the modelling. I think that
you can just go ont and do the mOnitoring... I just think
the models just add a bit extra dimension.
Public sector adviser, 30 November 1994

Much of the learning stemmed from APSRU's monitoring
of soil water and avallable nitrogen, which was needed as
an input for l'lInning crop-simulation models. Several
advisers spoke highly of the learning that accompanied the
soil sampling but were more circumspect about their
experiences with the models.
U a model can verify a rule of thumb and maybe question
some others .. .1 think that it can serve a fairly useful
purpose.

Public sector adviser, 30 November 1994
It has got to be better than what I'm doing at the moment
for me to want to use it.

Private sector adviser referring to APSlM, 30
November 1994

Although many advisers were critical of APSIM output
(eg. yields), they were generally keen to remain involved
with APSRU. The advisers remain positive aboutAPSRU and
APSIM because they envisage that further development of
APSIM will eventually allow it to account realistically for
rotation effects, will identify the most likely frequency of
cropping within rotations, and will be sufficiently fine-tuned
to cope with the nuances that they observe in crop
productivity in their district (IOO km radius). Their
expectations for APSIM are high and it remains to be seen
whether APSRU can satisfy them.
2.3.3

APSIM

in the hands of advisers

Several private sector advisers, who admit to an earlier
scepticism about the value of crop-silnulation models in theil'
work, are now embarking on an ambitious program of
training in the use of APSIM in order to become accredited
providers of it. Their commiilnent to this is substantial. To
date they have, in aggregate, invested over $30,000 in
computers, soil sampling equipment and weather stations
in addition to their commitment of time to training which is
expected to exceed 12 days over the next 18 months.
These advisers say that their enthusiasm stems from a
realisation that they can no longer satisfy the demands of
their best performing clients for information that will guide
them to even greater crop productivity. Their hope is that
APSIM will meet these demands and allow their clients to
break through the productivity barrier. This of course
assumes thatthe barrier relates to an issue (e.g. nitrogen or
water) that APSIM handles, and that the model will highlight
the best way of relieving constraints. If the problem lies
somewhere else (for example with VAM or root disease),
then it is unlikely that APSIM will be helpful.

Moreover if APSIM can be used to re-create the specifics
of a paddock, then the silnulated yield can be used as a
benchmark against which to judge the management of the
crop. This is particularly relevant to cotton, where insect
monitoring and well-timed insecticide applications are
crucial to crop success. There is also the possibility of using
simulated yields to establish objectively the extent of losses
arising from events subject to insurance claims, such as hail.
The use of crop-simulation models in this way (when, even
in an ideal Situation, they provide a yield prediction with a
considerable margin of error) would require substantial
negotiation between the affected paliies.
Finally, the yield expectations derived from the cropsimulation models in APSIM are being considered as a basis
for risk management by agribusiness firms which snpply
inputs and extend credit to the farming community. In this
case, there is a real danger that the models will be viewed as
a substitute for, rather than informing, professional judgment
in managing the risks inherent in an agribusiness supply
firm, and the legal ilnplications of this for model developers
should be viewed with concern.
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2.4

Reflections on our approach
to 'systems of action'

We began our project using the etbnographic, decisiontree, modelling framework proposed by Gladwin. This
provided an alternative modelling approach to that of the
scientists. It got us thinking about rules and sets of rules.
We recognised that the rule sets may have been
rationalisations, after the event, of the way farmers
approached their decisions. But they were Ihei1'
rationalisations. M; models, they appear to us to have equal
status (although a different purpose) with the scientists'
models. Yet the notion that farmers have models too was a
strange one for the scientists, Thus, the assertion of farmers'
models aliowed us to question the idiosyncratic features of
those olthe scientists: why are they daliy time step?; why are
partial models valuable?; how do we know that the models
are right?; what is right anyway?; why do they need ali those
inputs?; why aren't errors recognised?; what is the
importance of different sources of error?; why are they so
concerned with precision?; and why is the credibility of these
models among farmers so important for them?
This was a deliberate strategy for effecting change in the
scientists' models. It also helped to move the agenda towards
greater recognition of multiple models (representations),
the use of different models for different purposes, and greater
acceptance of scientific models as 'just another point of view'
in the context of management. After very few interviews with
farmers and advisers we gained sufficient understanding to
enable us to distinguish between the models used by different
farmers, and between farmers' models and scientists'
models, Since this was our purpose, it made no sense to
catalogue a much wider range of farmers' models even
though that appeared to be the aim of the original project
and the way in which the scientists had originaliy envisaged
it-as 'how farmers make decisions'. This route (equivalent
to stamp collecting) would not have enabled us to bring a
searchlight to focus on the scientists' models and contrast
them, as we wished to do, with the way in which furmel'
make decisions (or at least how they talk about making
them). The discrepancies were so large that a smali sample
was sufficient to do this. This highlighted the nature of the
problem we fuce in designing decision-support products by
scientists for farmers.
The more we learned about 'how farmers make
decisions', the more we realised that decision-support
products, developed by scientists for farmers, did not
succeed in changing farmers' ways. Success is more likely
to flow from a focus on process rather than products. This
was the real basis of our project.

3

Systems of thought

3.1

Introduction

Since 1991, APSRU has refined and developed an
'operational research' capability in the form of a software
package called APSlM (Agricultural Production Systems
Simulator). This was a response to an emerging recognition
'that a "systems approach" was needed to meet the
chalienges presented by the complexities, uncertainties and
conflicts in modern agricultural production
systems'(McCown el aI., 1995). This view apparently
emanated from the scientific community, partly thanks to
some successful use of models with tactical decision-making
in crop production (Hamilton el aI., 1991).
Amajor advantage of the module configuration of APSIM
is its ability to simulate the performance of cropping systems,
and the impact of one crop on succeeding crops, through
simulated eflects on soil water and available nitrogen. This
is claimed to represent a major breakthrough in which the
power of individual crop-simulation models is, for the first
time, broughtto bear on cropping systems. APSIM is expected
to respond to 'extremes of environmental inputs' in
predicting yield variation for the purpose of analysing
economic risk. At the same time, it will simulate trends in
soil erosion as influenced by management factors such as
crop sequences, intercropping, and crop residue
management.
Tools like APSIM are expected to aid the search for better
farntlng practices. But the couuection between the predictive
performance of models and their ability to deliver better
farming practices is far from clear. Reliably ntlntlcking past
crop performance, and producing tightly specified yield
distributions, are not sufficient conditions for learning and
gaining new insights. Rather, we would maintain that it is
the interpretation of past experience, and skill in spotting
patterns of events as they uufold (and responding to these
in an appropriate way), that are the key to increased
productivity on farms.
The strategic plan recognised that rainfall was the 'main
determinant of both the nature of the production system
and variation in financial returns'. Hence, improvements in
production efficiency and risk management were expected
to come from more effective and efficient use of rainfall. To
date, the concept of water-use efficiency has been rejected
because it fails to account for the timing of rainfall events
(Hanuner el ai, 1993). Rather, simulations are used for
yield predictions, either to recreate the specifics of a past
event, or as yield distributions that reflect lmown seasonal
variation in the environment. However, there is very little
insight in yield predictions alone, unless the sources of
variation can be identified and apportioned between
controllable (e.g. stored water) and uncontrollable factors
(e.g. timing of rainfall), and unless the proposed
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apportionment differs significantly from the way it is already
being done. Description of the past is not enough.
Clearly, progress in managing crops better will only come
from highlighting the controllable factors, and identifYing
the technologies which will produce more effective and
efficient use of water-i.e. through improved storage of
rainfall, and more efficient conversion of water to economic
product. The focus must change from recreating the past to
identifying what can be done differently to improve the
prospects for clients. In establishing the case for change
(and thus helping to bring it about), the emphasis shifts
from providing answers to negotiation and interpretation of
possibilities. The current preoccupation of scientists with
model output, rather than how it affects others' decisions
(i.e. its outcome), is evidence that we still have a long way
to go to achieve this transformation.
In order to do tltis successfully, the emphasis will also
need to shift away from the provision of information products
(with its connotation of containment in the interests of
efficient transport) to the processes of knowledge-creation
in the wider community. This means that relationships will
need to be nurtured on an on-going basis, rather than
dismantled on completion and delivery of information
products. If APSRU's outputs are to be relevant to managers,
then the organisation must recognise that management is
mostly about networks, long-term relationships and
commitment. Credibility comes from performance witltin
tltis context, not from the power of simulation tools owned
by one party to recreate the past.

3.2

Characteristics of scientific
models

Casti (Casti, 1992) describes the characteristics of good
models: accuracy, simplicity and explanatory power.
Accuracy implies good, but not necessarily perfect,
agreement between predicted and actual effects. Simplicity
implies that the model contains few ad hoc assumptions
and leads to a less cumbersome, more straightforward,
mathematical formulation. ExplanalOlY power implies that
there should be some interpretable connections between
the formal entities comprising the model and the physical
entities characterising the natural system under study.
Casti also presents a checklist of criteria for distingnishing
science from pseudo~science. If any of these characteristics
applies then, Casti maintains, we are dealing with pseudoscience: anachronistic thinking; seeking mysteries; appeals
to myth; casual approach to evidence; irrefutable hypotheses;
spurious similarities; explanation by scenario; research from
literary interpretation; and refusal to revise.
A concept like water use efficiency (WUE), and its
incorporation in rules ofthumb, appears to satisfy very neatly
Casti's requirements for what constitutes science (as well as
his notion of what constitutes a good model in science).

This contrasts with the crop-simulation models. This is
not just a semantic issue because the models gain their
legitimacy from claims to be scientific. The apparent
preoccupation with precision, rather than accuracy, is taken
to support this assertion. The concero is not whether we
are measuring the right thing, but that we get a precise
estimate of the things we do measure. But precision is an
issue because it establishes the claim to legitimacy for use
of the models, not because it produces a better outcome. It
should be clear that we are treading through a conceptual
minefield here. The argument from authority (that the
models should be used because they are scientific) should
not go unquestioned. On the other hand, this may not matter
if we accept the argument that our domain has shifted away
from describing the behaviour of the natural world towards
deliberate action in the world of practice in order to bring
about change: the question then is about how to do tltis, not
whether how we do it is scientific or not.
Models are thus being used Simultaneously in several
different, and sometimes contradictory, ways: as a way of
describing the world; as a way of understanding the world;
and as a way of acting in the world. All of these modes are
legitimate ways of building and using models. But the kinds
of model generated for these different purposes are likely
to be rather different. Confusion arises because these
problems are not faced, and to a large extent are not even
recognised. Thus, it is assumed that a descriptive scientific
model, based on the best available understanding of
individual components of crop physiology that we have (e.g.
APSIM) is necessarily of value for understanding and acting
in the world. It may not be. Other models, such as use of the
concept of WUE, may generate significant understanding
without getting the description very precise. Models such as
the roles of thumb described in Cox el al. (1995) may be
very effective within a limited range of situations available
for action, but poor at either description or understanding.
Questions about the design and use of models need to
recognise these different uses of models and different ways
of using the same model. Argument from authority, based
on the output of a single model category, is not going to take
us very far if the scientific nature of the model is used solely
as a basis for establishing legitimacy rather than to encourage
understanding or to prompt action.
The notion of a multiplicity of models, and the deliberate
use of different models for different purposes, is something
towards which we are still moving. There is still a residual
undercurrent that the scientific model (which describes the
world in terms of its components) is the de facio standard
against which all other models must be judged. And, in some
situations, tltis is of course the case. In others, particularly
issues to do with management and decision-making, the
scientific models have a status equivalent at best with being
'just another opinion'.
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3.3

Scientific models as a basis for
DSS

Why do it on the back of an envelope when you can do it
on the back of a pentium?
APSRU researcher

The notion of the value of information, and the cost of
getting it, has been a consistent theme throughout this study.
Generally, scientific models exclude the cost of information
and are ambiguous about its value. More information is
assumed to be better than less. The contrary idea (that there
is an optimal level of ignorance, and that less is more)
appeal's anathema to this perspective. Yet we have seen good
evidence that farmers' models cope with this aspect rather
well. The story of the deep nitrogen bulge provides an
exatnple (see section 4.2.6).
Soil coring to depth (105m), carried out as part of the
GRUC on·farm project during 1993-95, revealed the ll-equent
occurrence of nitrogen bulges deep in the soil profile (at
about 1m). The questions were posed: 'what is the value of
soil N that deep?'; 'what is the value of information that the
bulge is there?' (Le. what is the value of information about
the occurrence of soil N); and 'what is the difference between
these two answers?'. We asked a group of farmers about
this. !'irst, they said that if they knew the N was there, they
would reduce their N application rate. This values the N at
the cost of the fertiliser N saved. But someone else pointed
out that in some years roots don't get down that far; he was
not prepared to risk his crop by reducing his N rate even
though he knew the deep N was present. In most years, the
crop would get its roots down to the deep N, and this would
provide a yield (or protein) boost; so the deep N did have
value. But adjusting his practice in response to this
information did not make sense, so the value of the
information was zero. The farmers' models had solved this
problem in an elegant manner. Yet these elementary
distinctions about the value of information have barely
permeated the scientists' models of this issue. Only recently
have their models been able to cope with differences in the
value of N at different depths. And the distinction between
the value of a resource and the value of information about
the status of the resource, appears to be a novel one for
them.
They were impressed with its power.
APSRU researcher

We have heal'd this phrase very frequently over the last
two years. It is held to be justification for the scientists'
modelling activities. We are still unclear what it means. At
best, the crop models were able to mimic past expelience.
Where there was a di,Cl-epancy, this was usually put down
to problems with the weather data (because of the need to
use data from a distant meteorological station, or because
of local difficulties with data collection); sometimes with
the model itself (the cotton model sometimes gave zero yields
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for no apparent reason). Farmers often spotted these
discrepancies and suggested an explanation. Some of the
model output was strongly criticised because it merely gave
the Sallle answer as tl,at obtained using the concept ofWUE
(private sector adviser's challenge at the second DSS
workshop); or because it had not yet developed beyond a
single crop focus which did not consider subsequent effects!
opportunities (private sector adviser'S main criticism
interview data); or because the model decision was irrelevan~
as the real decision had already been made (e.g. by the
dominance of the herbicide strategy not considered by the
model, 01' the need to plant whenever an opportunity
presented itself irrespective of model output).

3.4
3.4.1

DSS as a basis for action
Problems with fundamental
constructs

During the project, we came across evidence of
considerable difficuJty/alllbiguity about fundamental
constructs. We want to mention some of these briefly here
because they indicate the extent of the cultural gap between
scientists and farmers. We suggest that one of the issues that
we face is the simultaneous negotiation of these constructs
(1) so Olat the scientists' models can have more beal'ing on
routine decision·making behaviour, and (2) so that farmers'
constnlcts can have more effect on researchers' models.
What is rainfall?

Farmers frequently do measure rainfall on their
properties, either in mm or pOints. It is less clear why they
do this, and how these data are used (other than for
monitoring the progress of a particular season). They
distinguish different kinds of rainfall: planting rain, follow·
up rain, drought·breaking rain, soaking raitl, relief rain.
These categories tell much about the quallty of rain which is
not explicit in the scientific constmcts (mm of rainfall). In
this sense, the farmers' constructs are more discriminating
than SCientific ones. In some cases, the simulation models
are configured to express some of these categories through
the specification of management rules, e.g. the criteria
specifying a planting rain in terms of so much rain in so
many days.
What is average rainfall?

Scientific models specify central tendency in various ways
(mean, median and mode). Sometimes it is unclear why a
particular measure of central tendency is selected, e.g. the
median rather than the mean. Is this because the median is
defined in relation to a fixed point on the y axis ill a CDF
diagram? (Surely not). Other measures are also used such
as running mean. Farmers use the concept of average rainfall
but this may be based on an adjustment to a local met station,
or on shorter lengths of experience. This lays them open to
the possibility of proximal bias (weighting more recent
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experiences more strongly than historical experience would
suggest). But the argument about proximal bias is weakened
when we also believe that the climate is changing over tl,e
same period as our ralnfali records. This appears to apply
particularly to frost risk (usc offrost probabilities tlIat give
the same weighting to events 100 years ago as to more recent
events is clearly inappropriate if the risk has shifted
significantly, as it appears to have done-this is one of the
pieces of evidence for global warming). Some professional
publications use yet another measure of central tendency
(the 30-70% percentiles); in this case, the average is a range
rather than a point estimate. Confusion reigns about such

apparently everyday concepts as average rain. We are not
arguing for standardisation, rather the recognition of a
variety of constructs for the purpose of negotiation. But the
choice of construct does have to be negotiated, and applied
consistently, if we are not just to talk past each other.
What is a full profile?

I

>r
I

The concept of what constitutes a full profile of soil
moisture is also constructed differently by farmers and
scientists. farmers investigate the moisture in the soil with a
metal rod or probe. Afull profile is shown by the depth to
which the probe can be pushed, the effort required to push
it in, the sound it makes when pulled out, and the presence
of moisture on the met," surface on withdrawal. The scientific
concept used by modellers is based on the idea of plant
avaliahle water capacity (PAWC). This depends on the crop
and the soil, which define upper and lower limits, and deep
soil coring to measure the actual water content at different

depths. Sometimes an alternative measure of soil moisture
based on the physical properties of the soil alone is used.
What constitutes a full profile depends on the tools used to
define it, and the use to which the concept is put.
How are decisions made?

I

Our investigations suggests that farmers' decisions are
captured to a large extent by 1111e sets. These 1111e sets can
be quite simple. Although, no doubt, the generic rule sets
we elicited are supplemented in practlce by a wider set of
rules relating to particular experiences, and even though
their is danger in describing what is largely tacit knowledge
as rules, we feel confident that this is a responsible way to
represent farmers' models of their production practices.
These rule sets never take the form 'I calculate the CDF of
the outcomes of different strategies and, using stochastic
dominance with respect to a function, I select the dominant
strategy in the context of my level of risk aversion'. Indeed,
such a proposition would be ludicrous in the context of the
decisions they face and the resources with which they have
to manage them. Scientists, of course, do construct rules of
that kind.

I

'Wheatman predicted the yield I got'

i

I
I

i

The distinction between backwards-looking and
forwards-looking applications of models is not well

I

I

understood. Thus Whea/man has been used (and validated)
because of its predictioo (presumably based on the median)
of specific yield outcomes. Yet Whea/man cannot do this:
its output is in the form of a yield prohahility distributionif the actual value achieved matches the median value of the
predicted distribution, that is entirely fortuitous.
Prediction

Scientists use the term 'prediction' to signify the
reconstruction of the yield (or level of nitrogen or 111ll0ff or
whatever) from the component processes. Thus, they are
able to predict the yield obtained last season from d,e starting
soil water, soil nitrogen, in-season daily rainfall, daily
maximum and minimum temperatures etc. to which the crop
was exposed during that season. The emphasis on futurity,
which is an important aspect of prediction in common
parlance, is missing.
What is risk?
This raises the question about what constitutes risk
anyway. Are farmers expected value maximisers, or do they
attach particular weight to the possibility of realising a loss
(i.e. are they risk averse)? Kevin Parton's analysis (RIRDC
Project no. CSC SOA) of the value of the SOl shows that the
answer to this question depends on how risk is measured,
and that we have very little basis for choosing between these
answers unless we know a lot more about the risk farmers
face and how they are managing it. In the absence of this,
there is a tendency to use a lisk measure which, though
plausible in some ways, highlights the potential value of
information. As a worlting rule of thumb, we suggest that
for a strategy to be accepted it should look good on expected
values first of all; ouly then would it be appropriate, in some
Situations, to look at explicitly incorporating higher moments
of the distLibution in the analysis (e.g. building a portfolio
of varieties to manage the risk of frost damage which may
he handled using a portfolio model based on trade offs
between the mean and variance, and correlations between
the pedormance of different cultivars); or safety-first model,
when faced with big decisions that put the contjnuation of
the farm firm at stake (e.g. committing to a large area of
cotton planting with high variable costs; purchase of
expensive machinery) where the calculation of the
cumulative density function (CDF) of a net present value
(NPV) may indeed be appropriate.
Ascending and descending CDFs
Ascending and descending CDFs contain the same
information but the meaning attributed to them is reputed
to be different. Hence the persistent use of a non-standard
representation (cumulative probability of excedence, rather
than cumulative probability). Use of arbitrary
transformations is confusing. It is not at ali clear that CDFs
should be used at ali outside the research laboratory as
farmers' models do not appear to be based on them.
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Stochastic dominance analysis

Similarly with stochastic dominance analysis. People are
presented with CDFs (either ascending or descending), with
the implication that meaning can be attached to apparent
differences in them. This may be deal' if one strategy exhibit,
first order stochastic dominance (in which case, a
comparison based on the mean would give the same answer
anyway), butin other situations it is far from deal' what one
should do. The calculus of stochastic dominance analysis is
not transmitted with d,e model outputs. Presumably sdentists
expect farmers to handle this intuitively.
Bayes' theorem

Use olthe SOl as a seasonal climate predictor (and indeed
the use of soil water measurements) can be incorporated
with subjective pdor distributions using Bayesian calculus.
Again, this is not transmitted with the model output. But
without that calculus the key for unlocking the information
held in the forecast is unavailable. One needs to know how
good the forecasts are, as well as the shift in probabilities
they predict, in order to incorporate the information with
pre-existing priors. Scientists are transmitting a coded
message but not the key that would unlock the code.

model outputs could be treated as predictions in the same
way as the SOl, but the calculus for incorporating these
probabilistic predictions into the farmers' decision-making
environment is, once again, not transmitted with the model.
Should it be? Perhaps it should go to advisers who in nlfll
may use it in an entirely different way with farmers.
The value of information

This gets back to the value of information. Claims are
frequently heard about the value of measurement (e.g. of
soil water, N), about tlle significance of certain kinds of input
(knowledge of the SOl phase), about solving problems in a
certain way (a particular way of viewing risk) without
reference to the issue faced, of who the decision maker is,
of the options available to the decision-mal,er, or her current
understanding of the state of tl,e system. AlI of these will
affect the value of the additional information available
through the DSS.
In summary, there are substantial issues to do with failure
to negotiate fundamental constructs for the structure of a
decision, the options available, the appropriate form of
analysis, the comparison of alternative strategies, and the
evaluation of outcomes.

'We know what the probabifities are'

This is avoided in the use of crop models because of the
way in which historical rainfail events are apportioned by
the predictor (SOl phases): since all the historical rainfall
events are categorised, and the revised distribution is based
on the appropriate subset, the argument is made that we
know what the probabilities are. But this fails to recognise
the nature of the (subjective) priors held by the decisionmaker, or his confidence in the forecast (which may be
different to that of the professional forecaster), or the
uncertainty about which state we are in fact in. Once again a
vital bit of the jigsaw is missing. Scientists are transmitting
coded information without the key.
Perhaps even more importantly, even if we accept that
we do know what the rainfull probabilities are, the question
of what the yield probabilities are (obtained through
transformation of rainfall probabilities using the crop
models) is still open to question. This is partly to do with
the extent to which crop models explain histodcal expedence
(Ioolting backwards): an index of determination 0170% is
considered good by local standards, although that leaves
30% of the variation unexplained. But it also has to do with
how confident we are in the crop models in circumstances
outside those for which they were calibrated-i.e. to
consider other issues, at other locations, using different
coefficients. }<urther, there are errors associated with the
inputs, particularly as we move away form a tightly specified
expelimental situation towards routine crop modelling for
production. These sources of errol' are not captured in
standard representations even using CDFs-erl'Or bars on
CDFs are not presented as part olthe analysis. In theory, the
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3.4.2

Need for an analytical phase

A partial description of an open system, such as that
associated with agricultural production in north-eastern
Australla, does not by itself provide much of a guide for
action. There appears to be a fundamental category mismatch
in the way simulation models are used as a basis for decision
support. This is most clearly seen by comparison with a
relatively closed and well-controlled system such as an
automotive manufacturing plant. In this case, the operator
has considerable control over ail aspects of the production
process; the issue is how to manage such a complex process.
Agdcultural production is not like that: there are fewer
handles to pull, and the results of pulling anyone handie is
conSiderably more indeterminate. It is often unclear what
will happen, except in probabilistic terms, because of
uncertainty about future weather. Also, the homeostatic
properties of biological production systems often ailow the
system to recover from mistakes ot' extreme events: response
surfaces can be rather fiat, with poorly defined optima. These
considerations lead directly to the need for an analytical
phase between model development and use in a DSS: analysis
of the problem may obviate the need to continually rediscover well-established relationships between inpul' and
outputs. APSlM may serve as a catalyst to re-visit the analytical,
but it is not a substitute for such analysis. There should be
no presupposition that use of APSIM outside this context is
ever warranted.

F
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3.4.3

Abdication of responsibility for
outcomes

The developers of agricultural DSS often assert that they
are not concerned with bringing about purposeful change
in the way farmers manage agricultural production systems.
This applies as much to Wheatman as AP8IM. It differs from
some early examples of DSS such as SIRATAC (which was
self-consciously trying to reduce the number of insecticide
applications used on a cotton crop), and early Wheatman
(which was selling the idea of matching the choice of cultivar
to the thning of a planting opportunity). Current discourse
is more about co-learning (APSIM) or self-learning
(Wheatman). Tbi, reflects a diffuse concern that production
decisioos cao be improved, and that improvement will come
about through improved pattern-matching between the use
of inputs and the perception of emerging oppornmities for
effective action. Although it is undoubtedly the case that
improved performance at the margin can he achieved in
this way, we do need to question whether the potential gains
justiJY attempts to match patterns at this level of resolution
in a productioo environment characterised by high levels of
uncertainty, or whether there are greater gains to be made
elsewhere and in other ways. In a very real sense, the DSS
product has become the target, the accepted indicator that
something has been achieved. The means (or, rather, one
possible means) has become the end. Without a view of the
end we are trying to bring about, we lose the impetus of
evaluation to choose between competing means. We see this
as an abdication of our professional responsibility to achieve
outcomes, not just outputs.
3.4.4

The issue of credibility

The issue of model credibility is frequently cited as a
central issue by model developers. This is usuallyinterpreted
to mean adequate agreement between predicted yield and
actual yield in known situations. This comparison is relatively
easy in backwa.rd-looking models like AP81M (when used in
this mode, see Chapter 5), but much harder in forwardlooking models like Wheatman and Al'SIM when used like
this. We can measure the precision with which backwardlooking models recreate a past experience; but the

probability distributions generated by forward-looking
models cannot be checked with the same level of precision
because we are unable to distinguish a shift in a probability
distribution from movement along one.
This issue is treated differently in the two cases: in

Wheatman by making ad hoc adjusiments to the probability
distributions to conform with local experience; in APSIM by
refusing to correct model output for obvious discrepancies
unless the biophysical basis of the differences is understood.
The strategy of the APSIM developers is to gain greater
precision when looking backwards (I.e. when reconstructing an experience

Of,

in their language, in

'prediction') through much greater attention to initialising

tl,e model to match the specifics of a situation. Partly, this
reflects the different audiences for the two models: farmers
and advisers for Wheatman; other crop scientists for APSIM.
Farmers clearly do learn from experiences and use this
learning to adjust their plans: they move forwards by looking
backwards. It is not clear that reconstruction of these
experiences in a scientific model contributes in any

significant way to improved switching from baclcwardlooking to forward-looking: farmers already manage to
negotiate that pivot. Wheatman, on the other hand, is much
less concerned about the specifics of a previous situation
and much more concerned to generalise about future
possibilities, even to the point of nudging key relationships
into line. In this, it moves beyond the way in which APSiM is
currently used. Wheatman suffers the same problems of
lack of transparency as APSiM, but (in some ways, and for
some purposes) Wheatman may be a more advanced design

than APSIM.
The assumption that credibility is such an important issue,
and that it is achieved through increased precision, is
curious. There are parallels between this and the
development of the life insurance industty in the UK in the
nineteenth century (Porter, 1995), in which the development
of tt"Ust and precision also went hand in hand. As Porter
puts it, 'There is a politics of precision.' Precision is valued
by professional communities (actuaries, scientists) who have
a vested interest in providing precision. It is far from clear
that this applies to practical agricultural production where
the relevance of precision is not immediately apparent. The
credibility of the models is presented from a scientific culture
that values precision as an end in itself. This is not the case
in agriculture where the issue is more one of negotiating
substantially better oppOliunities within the trust developed
through long-term relationships between farmers and their
advisers. Scientists are asking farmers to trust their models
because they are precise) or at least more precise than those
the farmers currently operate with. But, while this initially
has some appeal to fanners, they are ultimately seeking
opportunities; that is the essence of their interest,in precision.
We see several dangers with the scientists' position. The
single-minded pursuit of credibility through precision
reinforces the dependence of clients on the model-provider:
access to precision is a way of gaining power ('lbey were
impressed by the power of the model] and asserting a
particular point of view. But having said that, the point of
view that is asserted is rather weak since it is not linked to a
political agenda to bring about purposeful change. Credibility
of the model in this sense appears to reinforce the scientists'
preference for researching the behaviour of virtual crops in
a virtual environment, rather than tackling the pressing
practical concerns of farm management. It is a legitimation
practice for the way science is currently configured.
The achievement of credibility in this way also involves a
sleight of hand to the extent that apparent agreement in a
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limited set of circumstances is used to justify model use
under a wider range of circumstances where it has not been
validated-e.g. when the concern switches from recreating
past experiences (Iooking backwards) to exploring the
future implications of a changed management practice
(Ioolting forwards), or when a model which has been
calibrated to get evaporation right is unwittingly used to study
drainage (a situation for which it has not been calibrated).
The key is not precision, but transparency.
3.4.S

Chasing marginality

Thus, we are beginning to see a pattern emerge. farmers'
models provide an effective and efficient means for managing
issues of agricultural production in broadacre dryland
cropping ,,),stems. The scope for intervention lies in the extent
to which these models can be influenced in specific
directions to generate better outcomes. The question we face
is whether the direct overlay of scientists' models provides
ample (or even adequate) scope for purposeful change in
management practice. We have seen little evidence for this.
The presupposition that this must be the case is based on
assumptions about the inadequacy of current decisionmaking behaviour, and the unquestioned (and largely
unquestionable) effectiveness of scientific representations
of partial systems (even though these are inadequate,
expressed in esoteric language, using strange constructs,
using an unfamiliar interface based on an unfamlliar
hardware platform, and paying scant attention to
improvements in decision performance at the margin).

Thus, DSS development is driven by poorly justified
assumptions about human deciSion-making behaviour, t4e
value of absolute 'objective' representations, and the
irrelevance of cost considerations for model development
and calibration. These are all part of the scientific culture.
Also, they all suggest that current modelling activities are
actively chasing marginality: in the choice of the issues
they focus on (largely to do with yield); the limited range of
technologies considered (fertiliser but not herbicides); the
faliure to identify, before developing models, just what
constitutes an issue anyway (is the choice between sorghum
and cotton realiy an issue that is decided on the basis of
yield distributions?); the preoccupation with description
rather than understanding or empoweting others to discover
worthwhile options; and the failure to adapt the model
structure to the nature of the issue and the nature of the
trade-offs under consideration. [f we cannot see gains of
$50iha or more, then we shouldn't be pursuing them. (To
put this in perspective, one week's delay in sowing causes
losses o!this order.) II we can see gains of $50iha or more,
we probably do not need a vel')' sophisticated model to spot
them in the first place.
Marginality is chased by: (I) chasing marginal issues;
(2) chasing issues that require discrimination between
alternatives that are close together (and therefore difficult

I
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to choose between); (3) resu'icting the scope of the problem
to stereotyped scenarios of little practical relevance; and
(4) falling to respond quicldy enough to emerging issues.
The counter to this argument is that any DSS must be
customisable to individual properties, and even paddocks,
for it to be of any interest to farmers: this argues for greater
precision in history matching of yield reconstruction, and
the use of local knowledge to compensate for inadequacies
in the way the system is specified. What is missing from this
argument is that adequate history-matching can be achieved
in other, more transparent and instrnctive, ways (e.g. field
experiments or case studies, particularly if monitored).
In a very real sense, prior commitment to these nlther
complex, partial, unstable and non-adaptive models is
chasing marginality in terms of the returns to invesiment in
this activity. There are few decisions where these models
are adequate, and in many of these they are overkill (because
the decision is clear without them) (see Walker & Ryan,
1990); their conuibution may be regressive (because of their
lack of transparency, and because they di,tract attention from
the many simple oppOliunities with high rewards); their use
outside the context of their development is dangerous, yet
those limits are not clearly articulated; and the protocols
for validation are poorly negotiated. What is going on here?
We argue elsewhere (Cox et al., 1996) that researchers have
got caught between two cultural peaks; we are in a transition
phase which is neither science nor management.

Our observations support the contention of Pannell et
al. (1995) that simpler models are not only adequate, but
beltm' for the pzt/poses of farm management. (See
quotation from their paper below).
3.4.6

Scope for compression

Scientists' models refer to the progreSSive refinement
ofone cell in a spreadsheet model.

Algorithmic compression (see Cox, 1996) refers to the
scope for simpler model formulations (such as the rule sets
used by farmers) to provide adequate guidance in a specific
situation. We have seen several eXamples of algorithmic
compression in this project e.g. the deep N story. Our
experience of the SIRATAC case study also suggested that
much of the benefit of the SIRATAC approach was captured
by compact rule sets: (I) the thresholds for pesticide use
incorporated in the entomoLOGIC prototype; and (2) the
rules associated with the Insecticide Resistance Management
Strategy (Cox, 1996; Appendix 5). Theoretical considerations
also suggest that this will commonly be the case because of
the uncertainty associated with future outcomes. The
achievement of apparent precision has a substantial cost. In
a recent paper, Pannell, Malcohn and Kingwell (op. cit.)
put this case succinctly:
Let us stress that we are not arguing for use of simple
whole-fann budgeting tools for use by farmers bec",,,e they
are cheaper, easier and quicker to set up and use. In our
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view, the value of the information they generate for individual
fanners is higher than could be generated by a sophisticated
risk model in any realistic time. They [sic1 key advantage is
that they do not obscure or swamp the key individual
circumstances of a particular farmer but rather tiley facilitate
the farmer making decisions which account for their
circumstances. That is, in comparing simple and complex
models for farmer use, there is no trade off between costs
and benefits: simple models are better on both counts.

3.5

Different views of models

3.5.1

As a summary of a reduced
objective world

The models that originate in professional science usually
seek to describe an objective world. This is a reduced world
(not holistic) because that is largely the way science currently
works. Indeed, this approach may be an appropriate one
for APSRU to the extent that rltis is seen as a scientific research
project intent on describing the way in which crops grow
for a scientific audience. What is less obvious is what this
has to do with management decision-making.
The fact that we can recreate a historical yield for a
particular set of starting conditions and a particular season
may be of interest but it hardly points out novel opporturtities
for improvement, at least not by itself. 'Computers are tools
of the past' (Talbot, 1995). This is borne out by the
experience of the kitchen table sessions and the DSS
workshops. APSIM shines when it appears to capture previous
experience. The APSIM architecture may be appropriate for
summarising scientific descriptions of crop and soil
processes/or scientists. But the kind of analysis, and the
degree of resolution required to use a model as a summaty
of a reduced objective world is not necessarily the same as
that needed for improved management. We would argue that
it is not the same at all.
3.5.2

As a way of understanding what is
going on

This is an important and traditional use of models,
particularly simple models such as the concept of WOE. By
demonstrating explicitly the nature of the relationship
between inputs and outputs, experiences can be explltined
in an efficient and effective mmmer. These relationships are
more or less hidden in the complex cropping-systems
simulation models such as APSIM-ltithough it might be
possible to reconstl'Uct these relationships from an analysis
of input and output data, these are not readily apparent.
There appears to be scope for using models in this way for
achieving improved performance. But this argument
supports the use of simpler, more transparent, model
formulations in which the relationship between inputs and
outputs is clear. Rules of thumb often appear adequate for

this purpose. A spreadsheet model may be appropriate in
some cases.
3.5.3

As a way of thinking through an
issue

Amodel is often a helpful way to think through an issue.
Participation in the process of model construction can
contribute to more effective connnunication by facilitating
the negotiation of goals and constrltints, opportunities and
pitfalls. We have seeu some examples of this in the kitchen
table sessions in which farmers were able to point out to
scientists where they had got it wrong (e.g. the appropriate
treatment of cotton variable costs; the importance of overland
flow as a source of soil moisture; the importance of
apparently small temperature difierences between a specific
paddock and a local met. station; and the value of deep N).
3.5.4

As a way of spotting an opportunity
for gain

Models can provide a framework for recognising the
value of opportunities as they arise. Much of our current
analytical framework (the way we use models) is rendered
inappropriate because of the way it treats risk. This is a
controversial area because it brings into question much that
we have been taught in agricultural economics and
agricultural decision-analysis: decisions are not made by
the detailed comparison of predefined probability
distributions characterising distinct scenarios at the stmi of
a planning period, i.e. non-embedded risk (see Cox et al.,
1995). Rathel', in a situation of considerable uncertltinty,
and relatively flat response surfaces, it makes more sense to
respond tactically as the season unfolds-I.e. embedded
risk. The use of heuristic models by farmers is a way of
doing just this. Thus opportunities for gain arc defined in
relation to aparticular combination of circumstances, rather
than detltiled calculations of the probability distributions of
various outcomes.
3.5.5

For fine-tuning decision· making
behaviour

There may be situations where some fine-tuning of
decision-malting behaviour is both desirable and possible.
Farmers' rule sets, effective and elegant as they are,
sometimes fall down, e.g. in the face of novel technological
or other options such as deregulation of commodity markets.
Models can be of use here in explltining the tisl" associated
with different price instruments in the context of the
production risk defined by the particular circumstances of
a specific crop. In rltis case, the models m'e probably most
useful for agribusiness and service providers because of the
volume of transactions in which they are involved. This may
provide some justification for chasing up the marginal
returns curve a bit further. But even here, we are probably
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looking at relatively simple model formulations of the
complexity of an average financial spreadsheet. Coefficients,
including probability distributions, can be specified on the
basis of the knowledge and experience of the individual
farmers rather than from explicit deterministic
transformations of stochastic inputs.

3.6

Reflections on our approach
to 'systems of thought'

Both of us feel that we have been more successful at
influencing scientists (perhaps 'getting under their skin' is
a more apt description) than we would have been had we
been perceived by them as outsiders: we have been accepted
as colleagues within APSRU. This was due partly to our
backgrounds (PR in agriculture, PC in natural science and
economics); partly to particular technical competencies that
we were able to display; partly to co-location with the
scientists at the QDPI complex in Toowoomba; and partly
because we were already familial' with their language. We
were privy to many debates that we would not ordinarily
have access to) had we been seen a"i outsiders. This alone
increased the probability of bringing about change.
We consciously tried to use the scientists' communication
channels: writing scientific papers; presenting papers at their
corderences; submitting papers to their journals; using the
CSIRO EditOlial Panel to challenge particular points of view
and to present alternatives; initiating challenges to
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established positions, particularly through the insertion of
novel metaphors into an otherwise stale debate) for instance
the notion of dance, 'looking forwards, looking back'. In a
political sense, this meant that we were always exposed: our
concern to avoid direct confrontation limited the kinds of
intervention we could attempt. As it was, Shulman had to act
as a go-between (between us and APSRU scientists) on
several occasions. Without this higher order intervention)
we would have been stopped from pursuing the analysis of
the market potential ofDSS. This experience will have been
worth while if our colleagues do learn with us, and move
on. There are some promising signs of change in the
discourse that surrounds the planning for the next round of
on-farm activity (the Farmscape project).
There are two strands going through all this: (1) that the
current instittltional preoccupation with the development
and use of complex deterministic models of biophysical
processes to support managerial decision-making is poor
science which can be challenged entirely from within the
scientific paradigm; and (2) that the scientific paradigm can
itself be challenged because it encourages behaviour which,
from the outSide, looks pathological (the unwarranted
escalation of organisational commitment to an idiosyncratic
course-hypertrophy). We can remain committed to tidying
up the steps of the old dance; but the big pay-offs will come
from the design of new dances. Although intertwined, these
are two distinct strategies. We tried to apply both of these at
the same time.
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4

Acknowledging
process

4.1

Introduction

This chapter, which takes its title from Cornwell et al.
(1994) is primarily about our involvement in the kitchen
table and other on-farm activities that formed part of the
APSRU on-farm project. Unlike the two DSS workshops
(described in the next chapter) we did not set up the
framework for these communication activities. We taperecorded the sessions and produced transcripts which were
circulated to selected researchers. We also suggested an
interpretation of these sessions that differed significantly from
that construed by the scientists themselves. Our conttibution
was dismissed as unhelpful because we did not support the
scientists' perception that they were obtaining substantial
endorsement of their modelling activities from farmers.
Nevertheless, we did witness a progressive move over the
duration of the project towards the point of view we
espoused, one which recognised multiple models for use
by different actors for different purposes.

4.2

Kitchen table sessions and
learning on-farm

4.2.1

Background

The topics of interest to farmers often overlapped with
the interests of the APSRU scientists. These topics included:
fertility run-down and nitrogen fertiliser use; the potential
of cotton as a summer crop; nitrogen fertiliser use on cotton;
planting date effects; and planting configurations for
sorghum and cotton. The experiments undertaken to
examine these issues were usually on large plots (2-20
hectares), planted and harvested with farmers' machinelY,
and were uflfeplicated. The sites were carefully monitored
by collecting detailed soil and weather data, so that the results
from these short-term experiments could be interpreted in
the light of a larger body of scientific understanding which
had been captured in crop simulation models: in particular,
crop simulation models were believed to be the best way to
allow for the overriding effect of sea..~on when interpreting
results from short-term experiments. The models were held
to 'add value' to experiments and to allow meaningful
experiments to be conducted without formal replication of
plots (although with repeated sampling from individual
plots). We remain uncertain of the statistical basis for
interpretations derived in this way.

4.2.2

Credibility

We haven't got credibility, even within APSRU, for the
models at the moment. ... These aren't trials to answer a
question. To me, these are trials to create credibility.
Scientist reviewing the on-farm project, 8

September 1994
Over the three seasons of on-farm research to date,

There is a bias here that models aren't really needed.
Scientist, reviewing the on-farm project 8

September 1994
Most people, in grappling with their personal and
business affairs, res011 to a model to think their way through
the complexity and messiness of real-world issues. Models
are representations of those parts of the real world that are
of interest for a particular purpose. The choice of system
boundaries, the complexity of the model structure, and the
particular formalism used in the representation, are

construed by the user according to context. Models, decision
support (in its broadest sense), learning and action go haudin-haud.
The on-farm program was initially established by APSRU
to re-define the role of professional researchers within the
context of farmers conducting their own research (Cox et
al., 1993b). APSRU's primary purpose was to negotiate
research agendas with interested groups of farmers. At the
same time, it recognised that its expertise in crop modelling
could contribute materially to the interpretation of results
from short-term experiments. These negotiations started in
late 1992 with groups around Capella and Banana in central
Queensland, and shortly after with another group at Dalby,
on the Darling Downs. Subsequently, three more groups were
formed near Brookstead.

results from some 15-20 experiments have been

accumulated. The number of insights gained from these
experiments has been lintited by drought. However, it has
been possihle to validate the sorghum and cotton crop
simulation models using these data sets. The close agreement
between 'predicted' and 'observed' crop yields has been used
extensively to promote crop simulation models as a valid
and credible way to undertake 'experimentation' on issues
of concern to farmers. The initial focus on working with
farmers on their expetiments has shifted to the promotion
of crop simulation models as an alternative tool for decisionsuppOl1, learning and experimentation.

4.2.3

The credibility conundrum

Credibility is cited as a major issue by those who are
trying to promote the value of scientific simulation models
in the farming community. It is held that the simulation
outputs must either bear a general resemblance to the
experience of farmers, or match specific measured
observations, before model output will be accepted as a
credible source of evidence. Similar arguments are made
by both the APSRU and the Wheatman teams. However, the
demands that credibility places on models restrict the
opportunities for using them to promote change: if the output
must match the experience of farmers before the evidence
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will be accepted by them, then there is little scope for using
these tools to challenge conventional wisdom and to create
an environment conducive to change. Model-based output
becomes a conservative force, reinforcing current
understanding, but failing to point the way towards novel
opportunities to do something different. The modellers have
allowed themselves to get caught in a trap.
So long as the logic of crop simulation models remains
inaccessible to the producer, there appears to be no way
around this conundrum. If the underlying logic can be
exposed, then it seems to us that growers will be likely to
consider some of the outputs that are at variance with their
experience, and thus that there is a greater chance that this
will aifect their practice. The alternative (the situation we
are in now) is an argument by authority: a bald statement
that this is the way the world is, take it or leave it. Apart
from being philosophically questionable, and certainly
anathema to the way that we are increasingly seeing the
world, it is likely to be ineffective in bringing about change:
it is poor communication.
One needs to question the role of the computer in
processes designed to bring about change. When the
computer occupied centre stage in the on-farm sessions, it
often seemed to get in the way, forcing premature closure of
discussions just as these were starting to get going. The
computer was being used as a standard against which
fanuers' knowledge was judged. Crop-simnlation models,
which operate on dally weather data, need a fast computer
to handle the many routine calculations that reveal some of
the implications of the underlying logic. However, the logic,
the reasoning, the argument, and communication, are central
to reallsing change on the farm.
Thus, from our point of view, credibility is about people
not computers. The presumption that access to computers
gives people credibility, rather than the fact that they are a
source of different insights or can be a sounding-board for
ideas, is worrying. We feel that litis attitude stems from the
way in which model-based output is evaluated in the scientiftc
community where the modellers normally reside. To carry
this over into the world of practical farming appears to us to
be a category mistake (see Cox 1996 and Cox et al., 1995,
for an explanation of Gilbert Ryle's notion of a category
mistake).
4.2.4

Crop simulation models on the
kitchen table

Something is happening here that people value.
Scientist reviewing the on-farm project, 8

September 1994
APSRU has now conducted a large number of simulation
sessions with small groups of farmers in central Queensland
and on the Darling Downs. These sessions were desigued to
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explore the potential of crop-simulation models for decisionsupport and learning.
Crop simulation models have been used: (1) to explore
what ntight have been done differently in a specific situation
in the past; and (2) to explore what ntight happen in the
future by simulating outcomes over a range of seasons
(typically 10-20 years). Growers involved in these sessions
said they value both approaches, although tlleinsights gained
from running simulation models across a number of seasons
are not generally much different from those that the growers
brought with them. For example, a comparison of cotton
and sorghum using simulation models at Brookstead (221
6/94) confirmed the growers' view that cotton would
outperform sorghum in six years out of eleven. At least one
grower went further: 'I can tell you. Just put cotton in ....If it
is early you put cotton in, if it is late you put sorghum in. It
is as simple as that'.
However, there was one instance where simulation
experiments may have caused a shift in attitude, although it
is still too early to know if litis changed behaviour. In this
session, conducted at Banana (1/8/94), simulated yields of
late-planted sorghum, for a plantpopnlation of 100,000 pel'
hectare, were velY much greater (mean 3Vha cf. 2Vha) than
those simulated for the district practice of 50,000 per
hectare. This result was contrary to the views of the farmers
who said: 'The trend had been to drop the plants'.
And despite the initial scepticism of some growers, as
evidenced by the comment 'Well experience, 1suppose, tells
us something different', there was evidence of a shift in
attitude by the end of the session, summed up with: 'It would
be interesting to try.'
There need not be any evidence of an intention to change
for the models to have value. Many growers appreciate the
models when they confirm their opinion. However, they have
not yet shown this appreciation by being ready to pay for
confirmatory opinions. Yet even if they did, that would
scarcely justify performing the same demonstration over and
over again to make the same point: this can emerge from
reports of the joint modeiling activity. From an econontics
perspective, the models (considered as a publicly-funded
investment in R,D&E to improve efficiency in agriculture)
do have value only when they prompt, facilitate, or in other
ways contribute to changes in behaviour. To use a weak
measure afvalue (confirmation of a prior opinion) implies
that the strong measure (change in behaviour) is not being
met.
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4.2.5

Monitoring on-farm

.... and put these ponds on because that is the
information that these models need, but it is also good
information anyway.

Scientist, on farm, Bongeen, 18 October 1994

Monitoring conducted on behalf of the producer groups
involved in the on-farm program has taken the following
forms:

1 characterising soil types for moisture-holding capacity
- drained upper limit by malting ponds in paddocks
- extractable lower limits after successful crops;
2 routine measurement of soil water to 1.8m under crops

and fallows;
3 routine measurement of soil nitrate Nto 900 mm under
crops and fallows;
4 surface soil sampling for organic carbon content;
5 crop establishment, crop growth, nitrogen uptake, root
penetration, economic yield, and grain nitrogen content;
and
6 collection of weather data (rainfall, temperatures,
radiation etc.), usually through the installation of
automatic weather stations.
To date, this monitoring has been carried out by APSRU
at no cost to farmers. Once the initial soil characterisation
is complete, the conunercial rate for the routine monitoring
of soil water and nitrate is expected to be $200 per paddock
per sampling-for the removal of cores, drying of samples
and chemical analyses. The on-going depreciation and
maintenance costs of a basic weather recording station will
be about $1,500 per year. Hence, the basic monitoring
required to exploit fully the power of crop-simulation models
for a farm of, say, 20 paddocks, will be about $6,000 per
year. The cost of professional support, to interpret the soils
data and simulation output, will be extra.
There can be little doubt that monitoring, particularly of
soil nitrate reserves, is valued by farmers. In one case, near
Dalby in late 1994, a grower cited a saving of $30,000 on
fertiliser outlays as a result of soil nitrate testing conducted
by APSRU. In another case, near Capella, a grower spoke
with relief about the nitrogen measured as still intact and
available in the soil, after outlaying $60,000 for nitrogen
fertiliser in the previous season for crops that eventtlally
failed. However, the case for scientific sampling and
measurement of nitrate in the soil is sometimes not
sufficiently convincing.

4.2.6

The deep nitrogen question

He should start a fertiliser company because he has so
much nitrogen under his soil.
Scientist, on-farm, Bongeen, 22 June 1994
Fail' way down if I read these right.
llarmer 1, on-farm Bongeen, 22 June 1994
It's a bit hard to believe that you can have 401 units of
nitrogen in there,
Scientist, on-farm, Bongeen, 18 October 1994
Abig bullock stood over the sampling site and urinated,
Farmer 2, on-farm, Bongeen, 18 October

1994
,.. by what that says you don't need any but my gut
feelings ... the old brain is telling me different.
Ilarmer 3, on-farm, Bongeen, 18 October

1994

The soil monitoring, which has been an integral part of
the on-farm project, ha."i uncovered some large pools of
nitrate nitrogen deep in the soil profile. These pools arose,
in part (we suspect), from the failure of a series of droughtaffected crops to utilise nitrogen applied as fertiliser.
However, in some cases there appears to be such an
accumulation of nitrate at depth (below 60 em) that it must
also reflect the practices used, and crops grown, before the
drought.
The value of this deep nitrate has been assessed in a
vmiety of ways (see Ridge et al., 1996). In some cases, it
has been valued as equivalent to nitrogen fertiliser (viz.
$0.80Ikg N), trrespective of its location. In other cases, it
has been valued in terms of its fertiliser equivalent viz. the
rate of fertiliser needed to achieve the same result as the
deep bulge of nitrogen. Crop simulation models can be
employed to estimate the fertiliser equivalent of a bulge of
nitrogen at depth. Simulation runs with wheat suggest that
its value declines markedly as the bulge moves down beyond
75 em, and is negligible by the time it reaches 125 cm. The
value of deep nitrogen needs to be discounted more when
soil profiles are drier at planting.
When presented with the same problem at a simulation
session atDalby (9/9/94), the growers were quicldy able to
identify some of the important parameters:

Ifyour sorghum roots are not lookingfor moisture,
the)1 are going to feed on the surface .. .! reckon that's
how the bulge got there in the first place.
If the plant is starved for nitrogen at the top, he is not
going to be a VeI)1 healthy plant.

The consensus from this discussion was that 50 kg Nat
depth (in the 60-90 em layer) is equivalent to 20-30 kg N
applied near the surface as fertiliser. This very simple ad
hoc analysis produced a result that is remarkably similar to
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that obtained several months later bymnning the wheat crop
simulation model.
The measurement of soil nitrate to depth, the associated
modelling activity, discussions among scientists, and the
kitchen table sessions have all played their part in getting
this issue on the agenda. To the extent that there is now a
greater awareness of the issue, there has been leaming. But
there is still a great deal of uncertainty about what this
learning means for action. The scientific models have heen
no more successful in identifying the source of this deep
nitrogen than the simple models employed by farmers. There
is as yet no agreement about how often deep nitrogen will
be an issue, and there is the distinct possibillty that it is an
artefact of d,e drought. However, to the extent that it has
encouraged debate about its value, the discussions have
focused attention on the more efficient use of nitrogen.
Rathel' than pmviding answC1~, the disc,",sions that
sUI't'ound the use of scientific models may he an
oppol'tunity fol' leaming. It can be argued that, had the
models not been employed on-farm, with their requirement
for detailed soil sampling, then the deep bulge of nitrogen
would have remained undetected. It is still too early to know
whether its detection will have, or indeed should have, any
lasting impact on nitrogen fertiliser practice.
Having said that, several issues still remain. First, without
our intervention, it is doubtful whether the scientists would
have heard the farmers' way of explaining what was going
on and how they managed this situation, nor would they
have appreciated the simplicity of their solution. The
opportunity for learning by scientists would have been lost.
Second, the distinction between the value of deep Nand
information about its current status remains confused; little
credence was given by scientists to the notion that such
information could have zero value (because it did not lead
to a change in behaviOur), let alone a negative net value (in
relation to the cost of getting it). The case for routine
monitoring of soil N, at the level of precision required for
scientific models, has still not been made.
4.2.7

More accurate assessment of soil
water

It's not over-wet because it's not giving that nice dear
suck.
Paddock observation, fa1'mer, Hongeen,

You see to get a full profile of moisture to 2'6" or 3' you
would need 15" of good rain wouldn't you?
Paddock comment, farmer, Bongeen, August

1994
Many farmers use rules of thumb that predict the impact
of rainfall on fallow recharge, and these rules provide
insights that are remarkably similar to those derived from
the models of professional science. What's more, farmers
are often able to formulate probahilistic yield projections
based on their perception of the current soil water. (Peter
Hayman, NSW Agriculture, has obtained empirical evidence
of this assertion from experimental trials). The real issue
then becomes whether these yield estimates, based on
farmers' perceptions and their own rules of thumb, are
causing them to miss profitable opportunities which would
be realised through greater attention to monitoring and
modeliing.
... core them to find our how much soil water and
nitrogen are there because it's going to be important
infonnation to you, but it is also going to provide us with
information to get our models running properly.
Scientist, Anchorfield, August 1994

While it is clear that the crop simulation models used as
part of the on-farm program require accurate assessment
of soil water reserves, it is less clear that the precision
required for the model is relevant to farmers managing
against a background of seasonal (and market) uncertainty.
Coring to specify soil water as 200 mm, to a precision of +/
- 20 mm, may be no more useful d,an nominating the profile
as 70-80% full when it comes to practical action. Of course,
the value of this precision can be partly assessed by scientists
using crop simulation models as research tools, but as yet
the matter remains unresolved. While it is easy to show that
an additional 20 mm of stored water confers a yield
advantage, it is much more difficult to demonstrate that
improved decisions and outcomes flow from a knowledge
of this 20 mm (or that it is really 25 mm!). The scope for
any different behaviour is limited. And even where this
possible, the pay-off is likely to. be increasingly marginal.
We have found no evidence of a substantial mismatch
between what growers do because of their own rule sets
and model-predicted optimal performance: either the
models endorsed growers' behaviour, or the models were
wrong, or it didn't make much difference.

August 1994
Until recently, most growers assessed their reserves of
soil water by using a probe. The resistance to penetration of
the probe increased as the soil dried out. Calibration was
vague at best and very much related to the expetience of the
operator and his knowledge of the moisture-holding
characteristics of the soil. However, the assessment of soil
water using the probe is never done in isolation; the grower's
recollection of rainfall events and flood activity during the
recharge period is also integrated into the assessment.
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4.3

Reflections on our approach
to aclmowledging process

In one sense, the on-farm project was a trap we fell into.
When the project started in central Qneensland, one of us
(rC) was involved in helping to negotiate the parameters
within which its interaction would take place. We gave
precedence to farmers' own experiments on issues that they
thought important. In practice, this could not be maintained,
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partly because of Garside's resignation as project officer;
partly because of the distance between central Queensland
and APSRU's base in Toowoomba; and partly because
modelling was seen by other scientists as APSRU's sole
contribution and everything else had to fit around that. Thus,
the responsibility for setting the research agenda reverted
to the modellers rather than being negotiated more widely,
both within the project team and between the project team
and the farmers.
Yet the scientists claimed on several occasions that the
way the on-farm project was carried out was consistent with
the guidelines we had set for the interaction. From our point
of view, this was not so, because the nature of the interaction
failed to build on farmers' current interpretations; because
the interaction generally failed to generate guidelines for
future action (either for fanners or scientists); because the
lack of critical reflection by scientists (at least in a manner
that ackoowledged what the farmers were saying) meant
that scientists merely endorsed motherhood statements about
the value of'participation', 'collaboration' and 'co-learning';
and because other ways of doing things were either not
explored or dismissed as 'unscientific'.

Thus, from our point of view, whatever relevant and useful
lmowledge the project may have generated for both groups
of participants was accidental and largely a side-effect of an
interaction managed by scientists to display, and seek
endorsement for, their models. The notion that farmers use
models, and more importantly that farmers' models are
elegant solutions to the problems of managing open systems,
is still not accepted by the scientists involved.
From a methodological point of view, we failed by allowing
a situation to develop in which our contribution became
marginalised, and where one of us (PC) was effectively
excluded from further participation in the project (thus
reducing our opportunities for further negotiation of our
point of view). It may be that our early attempt to re-define

the nature of the project was premature in the circumstances
andlor that we should have insisted earlier that this process
would not achieve the outcomes we wanted. In the event,
we lacked confidence in our point of view: either we were
too generous in our interpretation of what was happening
01' too intimidated to be more assertive. In later episodes
this was corrected.
The on-farm episode did provide ample evidence of the
processes of resistance and accommodation in the 'dance
of agency' (Pickering, 1995).

5

Evaluation of four
approaches to decision
support

5.1 Introduction
The survey work with farmers and advisers had
established the nature and extent of the models farmers use
in production. We captured these as rule sets. Participant
observation in APSRU had revealed the nature of scientists'
models of ostensibly the same systems. These were
predominantly deterministic crop and soil simulation models
used to transform historical patterns of weather data in the
context of a fixed set of crop and soil parameters. As part of
our involvement in the on-farm project, we had noted some
of the discrepancies between these two very different ways
of imposing order on the world. We also wanted to bring
these different model formulations together so that a
comparison could be made directly by farmers and advisers.
Also, it had become clear that the scientists were not
convinced by the interviews and studies we had conducted,
or by our interpretation of them. They seemed to prefer a
more formal comparison to obtain information of value in
the desigu of DSS products. So we chose to conduct the
investigation in a way we thought would convince the
scientists-to operate within the scientists' frame of
reference.

Two one-day workshops (one with producers, the oll,er
willI advisers and consultants) were conducted dming early
1995 to gauge the usefulness and relevance of four different
approaches to decision support. Both workshops were
conducted in association with the CommlUlication Research
Institute of Australia. The four approaches examined at these
workshops were:
I. ,IPSIM-a collection of crop-simulation models which can
be used to explore the effects of plant population,
planting date, soil water, and nitrogen supply on the
productivity of a range of crops, over a range of seasonal
outcomes. In addition, the individual crop-simulation
models can be combined to examine crop sequencing
and rotation effects. AltllOUgh APSlM was developed for
researchers, APSRU is exploring its potential as a
learning/decision support tool for agribusiness advisers
and consultants. Aseries of APSIM outputs, in the form of
Excel spreadsheets and graphs, was used by Peter
Carberry (APSRU, Toowoomba) to demonstrate what
,",SIM could handle.
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2. Wheatman Plus-a database obtained from winter
crop-simulation models, which can explore the effects
of planting date, fertiliser applications, stored soil water,
and weed control on the yield of wheat, barley and
chickpeas. Wheatman was originally developed to show
farmers how to manage frost risk in wheat by
manipulating combinations of planting date and variety.
The recent release of Wheatman (Wheatman plus in
April 1995) now also includes barley and chickpeas,
and offers a comprehensive paddock recording system.
This session was presented by Greg Salmond (QDPI
Goondiwindi, a member of the Wheatman tearn) to
demonstrate the capabilities of Wheatman Plus for such
matters as fertiliser use, the effect of selecting different
wheat varieties/maturity groups on frorst risk, the
probability of a planting event (and adjustments to this
based on the SOl), and their effects on paddock grass
margins.
3. Howwet-a simple Windows-based program which
uses rairdallrecords to estimate, and graphically display,
the build-up of water and available nitrogen under
fallows. This session examined the processes (nm-off,
evaporation and infiltration to depth) that affect the
accumulation of water in fallows. David Freebairn, Steve
Glanville and John Dimes (APSRU, Toowoomba) jointly
presented a hands-on session in which farmers were
able to use Howwet to explore how different patterns of
rainfall, and soil cover, influenced the accumulation of
water in fallows.
4. Rules of Thumb-a variety of simple, readilycommunicated models about technical and financial
issues which form the working lmowledge of producers
and advisers. The inclusion of Rules of Thumb was an
attempt to assert farmers' own models for comparison
with the more formal models of the professional
researchers. It built on our understanding of these
models derived in part from our previous research. In
one sense, these models provide a baseline against which
the more formal models can he judged; in another, they
provide anindication of the format of a category of model
with which the researchers' models will need to
articulate if they are to change farm practice. In this
session, Peter Ridge (APSRU, Toowoomba) discussed
rules about matters as diverse as the cost of owning
machinery, converting water to grabl for chickpeas and
wheat, and the nitrogen requirements of crops.

5.2 Producers' workshop
Twenty farmers, maiuly from Landcare groups in the
Dalby-Chinchilla area, were invited, through their local
coordinators and chairmen, to evaluate four different
approaches to decision-support, in a workshop at Dalby
Agricultural College on 5 May 1995. We did not try to gather
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a statistically representative group of farmers. Rather, we
sought farmers who were suffiCiently interested in the topic
to comment on the various approaches to decision-support.
In approaching the Landcare groups, we emphasised that
they were undertaking a consultancy on behall of their
indushy, which would help R&D agencies to decide how
far they should go on investing in decision-support products
for farmers. An honorarium of $100 was credited to the
respective Landcare group for each participant.

After the introduction, the farmers were asked to
complete a questionnaire about their falm, their farming
practices, and their use of computerised decision-support
tools and professional advice. These data were used to
establish how far this group of farmers was typical of the
local farming community. In the questionnaire, producers
were also asked to rate a number of technologies for their
potential to improve farm incomes. In part, this question
was posed to see whether the workshop changed their views
about such technologies.
Once the questionnaire was completed, the farmers
divided into three groups of six or seven, to which they had
been allocated according to their time of arrival. Each group
moved to a smaller room to spend a little more than hour
with the presenters of each decision support approach. They
were provided with a product specification sheet which we
had developed in conjunction with the owners of each of
the foul' tools. Tllis described the inputs needed for each
one, the outputs it provided, the level of precision in both
inputs and outputs, and the cost of using the tool.
Each presentation, and the accompanying discussion, was
tape-recorded. In addition, the farmers completed an
evaluation sheet for each approach, at the end of each
session. Towards the end of the day, the farmers were asked
to consider how they might allocate a hypothetical training!
management support grant of $5,000 between a variety of
activities, services and products (many of which were integral
to the approaches demonstrated). In this way, we tried to
determine how they valued each approach to decisionsupport in relation to its likely costs. Later in the day, farmers
were also asked to refer back to the questionnaire in which
they rated the technolOgies and revise the ratings. However,
producers either showed no change of view, or failed to
complete this part of the questionnaire for lack of time.
Finally, farmers were asked to rate each of the four
approaches demonstrated for their usefulness and relevance
to: (a) farmers, (b) advisers/consultants, (c) scientists, and
(d) R&D Corporations.

Case Study '3. Market Research for Decision Support for Dryland Crop Production
5.2.1

Characteristics of participants and
their farms

The average size of producers' farms was 1083 hectares,
with 724 hectares devoted to cropping (Table 1). Because
of the drought, the breakdown of the area devoted to actual
plantings, over the last five years.

On average, the areas devoted to summer (sorghum,
mung bean, sunflower and cotton) and winter crops (wheat,
barley and chickpeas) were similar, at 360 hectares each.

The participating producers had 20 years farming
experience on average, and each farm supported 2.9 adults.
The annual outlay on professional advice, including
accounting, business management, and agronomic advice,
was $3,400.
Half the farmers owned computers and 80% of these were
used for bookkeeping. One quarter of the computer owners
used them for paddock recording. None of the farmers had
used Wheatman on their own computer, and only one of
the participants had been exposed to Wheatman previously.
Most (89%) of the farmers participated in professionally
facilitated discussion groups.

Outlays on professional advice, and ti,e rate of computer
ownership among the participating farmers were high by
industry standards. Moreover, dryland cotton, at 13% olthe
cropped area, was over-represented, in comparison to the
5% of the cropped area currently devoted to this crop on
the Northern Downs. The increased emphasis given to cotton
appeared to be at the expense of barley, which was underrepresented (14% cf. 25% in the statistics for the Nortllern
Downs) among the participants.
5.2.2

Current practices and technologies
employed

Most of the farmers were shifting the balance of their
cropping towards more summer crops, including dryland
cotton: very few were experimenting with winter crops, and
there was virtually no interest in ley pastures to improve soil
fertility (Table 2).
All the farmers employed minimum tiliage and stubble
retention, and often used herbicides to control weeds on
fallows. Most (94%) of the farmers used nitrogen fertiliser,
and most adjusted rates according to soil-test data. The
protein history of the paddock and seasonal outlook
information were used less frequently to guide nitrogen
fertiliser decisions.
Many (61%) of the farmers monitored soil water
regularly to estimate crop water use, and most of these
people said they were accounting for soil water below 1
metre in these calculations.
Very few farmers were using the SOl to adjust either their
cropping programs or the rates of nitrogen fertiliser applied.

5.2.3

Cropping technologies with
potential to improve profits

The producers looked again at their current practices
and technologies and rated them for their potential to
contribute further to farm profitability. Ratings varied from
o (no potential for improvement) to 3 (lilt profitability by at
least 20%) (Table 3).

The practices and technologies with the highest ratings
on average were: (1) fine tuning minimum tiliage practices;
(2) changing the balance between winter and summer crops;
(3) further adjustments to rates of nitrogen fertiliser; (4)
cheaper and more effective herbicides for chentical fallows;
(5) use of forward seiling and other price contracts; and
(6) monitoring crops to improve water use efficiency.
The practices and technologies that were rated poorly
for their potential to improve profit were: (1) better control
of foliar diseases; (2) the use of the SOl to adjust cropping
programs; and (3) the use of ley pastures to improve fertility.
The low ratings given to control of foliar diseases may
reflect the recent histOlY of drought, which has masked this
problem, or else that these farmers, who are rotating a vlriety
of crops, have ab'eady adopted effective control procedures
for foliar diseases.
Similarly, the low ratings given to the use of the SOl for
adjusting cropping programs, and the introduction of ley
pasture to remedy fertility decline, may in part stem from a
belief that these approaches are irrelevant during a
prolonged drought.
To a large extent, producers were already using the
technologies that they believed would improve profitability.
(Tables 2 & 3). The only exception to this was the frequent
practice of rotating crops to ntinintise foliar and root disease
(Table 2), which may now be practised to such an extent
that farmers see little scope for fuliher gains from the control
of these diseases (Table 3). On the other hand, producers
saw little potential in the use of the SOl to adjust cropping
programs (Table 3), and to date have taken littl~ interest in
its use (Table 2).
5.2.4

Evaluation ofthe four approaches to
decision support

At the end of each session, producers indicated theil'
disagreement or disagreement with a number of statements
about each of the approaches to decision support.
They thought all the approaches dealt with matters of
real concern, with "PSIM and Rules of Thumb rating slightly
better than Howwet and Wheatman Plus. There were some
reservations about the input requirements (e.g. cost of soil
testing) for APSIM. No concern was expressed about the input
requirements of the other products.
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Table I

Workshop I. Characteristics of producers and their farms.

Farm Characteristic

Mean

Total Farm Area (ha)
Area Under Crop (ha)
Sorghum Area (ha)
Mung Bean Area (ha)
Sunflower Area (ha)
Cotion Area (ha)
Wheat Area (ha)
Barley Area (ha)
Chickpea Area (ha)
Years Farming
No. Adults Dependent on Farm
Annual Outlay on Professional Advice

1083

Table 2

233
23
5
97
230
100
35
20
2.9
$3,417

246-5400
220-1680
0-900
0-200
0-60
0-400
0-1000
0-600
0-200
10-32
2-4
$500-6000

Workshop I. Percentage of producers employing different practices and technologies

Practice or Technology

Cropping system management
Experimenting with new winter crops
Changing balance between winter and summer crops
Routinely monitor soil water
TakeVAM into account in cropping program
Crop options often restricted because of herbicide residues
Use ley pastures to improve fertility
Use nitrogen fertiliser
Vary rate each year
Adjust rate according to seasonal expectations
Adjust rate according to soil test
Adjust rate according to protein levels of previous crop
Employ stubble retention/minimum tillage
Use herbicides for chemical fallow
Rotations to minimise disease effects
Rotate crops to minimise foliar disease
Rotate crops to minimise root and crown diseases
Monitoring
Soil water at planting and harvest to calculate water use
Take into account water below 100 cm for this purpose
Marketing/Price management
Regularly use forward selling
Employ grain marketing consultant
Invested in more on-farm storage over last 5 years
Use the SOl to change
Crop grown
Area under fallow
Rate of nitrogen fertiliser used
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724

Range

Response rate

28%
83%

83%
67%
28%

11%
94%
89%

61%
83%
67%
100%
94%

78%
94%

61%
50%
72%

61%
33%

17%
22%

11%

f
!
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Table 3

Workshop I. Producers ratings of the potential for different practices and technologies to
improve profitability (0 = none; 3 = large)

Average rating

Practice or technology rating (0-3)

Cropping system management
Grow different winter crops

1.3

Changing balance between winter and summer crops

1.9
1.2
1.2
1.2
O.S

Increase cropping frequency through opportunity cropping
ManageVAM better to improve nutrition (P & Zn)
Manage crop options around herbicide residues
Use ley pastures to improve fertility

Use nitrogen fertiliser
I.S

Adjust rates of nitrogen fertiliser

Stubble retention/minimum tillage
2.3
1.7

Develop and fine-tune minimum tillage practices

Identify cheaper and more effective herbicides for fallows

Pest and disease management
Better control foliar diseases

0.7

Better control of root and crown diseases

0.9

Cheaper and more effective insecticides for summer crops

1.4

Monitoring

Surface sampling to monitor important nutrients

1.6
1.3
1.0

Soil coring to depth (90 cm) for available nitrogen

1.2

Monitor crops to improve water use efficiency
Soil coring to greater depth to estimate available water

Marketing/Price management
Subscribe to marketing service for better price information

1.3

Use forward selling and other price contracts

1.7

Invest in on-farm grain storage

1.1

Use the 501 to adjust aspects of the cropping program
Learning/Decision support

O.S

Discussion groups to refine and develop rules of thumb

1.5

The participants rated APSIM as the best product for
showing clearly what needs to be done to make more money;
Rules of Thumb rated very poorly in this regard. APSIM may
have been rated highly because it was promoted as a tool
for skilled consultants and advisers who would be able to
point out potential opportunities, and interpret the output
for specific issues raised with farmers. APSIM, of course, does
not spell out what should be done, but this response could
also stem from the perception that it precisely estimates the
profit from alternative courses of action. The other
approaches that were demonstrated did not assume that
there would be a consultant on hand to assist with
interpretation but were promoted as tools to help farmers
learn in isolation, or occasionally in groups. It is therefore
difficult to decide how far APSIM gained a high rating for its
ability to predict higher profits and how far for consultant
input and interpretation. APSIM rated slightly better than the
other approaches for its potential to improve farmers'

I

l

management of cropping but again this response cannot be
divorced from its dependence on consultant input for
interpretation.
The producers generally agreed that all the approaches,
except APSIM, handled issues which could be tackled in a
variety of other ways. However, two thirds of respondents
believed that APSIM'S approach to many issues was unique.
Most respondents agreed that all the approaches
extended the range of possibilities for their farming practice.
However, there were a few dissenters in the case of
Wheatman Plus, and this pulled down its rating.
5.2.5

Allocation of $5,000 management!
training grant

The producers allocated a hypothetical management!
training grant of $5,000 between the alternative decision
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Table 4

Workshop I. Allocation of $5,000 management/training grant between decision support
activities, services and products.

Decision Support Activity, Service or Product

Average
$ allocation

% positive
responses

for 1995-96

1044
1057
438
357
789
292
59
324
215
294
371
$5,240

Soil testing for nitrate and water to depth @ $200lpaddock
General agronomk advice from consultant @ $ I20/hr
Grain marketing consultant including newsletter@ $120/hr
More use of an accountant for management advice @$120/hr
Access to

APSIM

bureau service@$120/hr(plussoiltests)

Access to Wheotmon bureau service @ $IIO/hr
Purchase of Howwet program @ $50
Subscription to facilitated discussion group @ $500/yr
Contribution for research on local issues @ $300/issue
Purchase of a automatic weather station @ $5,000
Donation to local institute for farming systems research

Total

94
100
65
65
94
71
100
65
71
12
47

support activities, services aud products listed (Table 4),
Realistic commercial costs were attached to each altemative.

5.2.6

The aliocations between the listed altematives were highly
variable, but on average, the largest allocations were directed
to: (I) general agronomic advice from a consultant; (2)
soil testing for nitrate aud water; and (3) access to APSIM
through a bureau service.

Producers rated Rules of Thumb and Howwet as most
relevant to their needs, and discounted the value of
Wheatman Plus aud particularly APSIM in this regard. Those
few who rated APSIM as most useful and relevant to farmers
allocated more dollars than average (P < 0,1) for access to
it through a bureau service. Howevel~ fanners generally rated
APSIM as most relevant to advisers. Producers also saw
Wheatman Plus as more useful to advisers than to
themselves, liowwet aud Rules of Thumb were viewed as
equally useful to farmers and advisers.

Despite the fact that most farmers believed that they could
benefit from fine-toning their minimum tillage practices
(Table 3), those few farmers who did not share this view
allocated significautly (P < 0.0002) more to the use of an
APSIM bureau service. These same producers were also more
aware (p < 0.01) of the potential contribution of YAM, aud
gave a higher (P < 0,005) rating to the potential gains to be
had from improved control of foliar diseases, Therefore,
the profile of a potential APSIM user is one who is already
confident in the practice of minimum tillage and is more
aware thau average of the threats posed by foliar diseases
and inadequate levels of YAM.
There was no correlation between allocations to soil
testing, and allocations to an APSIM bureau service. This was
surprising in view of the need to measure soil nitrate and
available water in order to exploit APSIM fully at the paddock
level. Participants may have recognised the value of
monitoring soil water and nitrogen without being interested
in "PSIM. Alternatively, they may not understand the need for
these inputs in order to use APSIM effectively.

5.3

Relevance of approaches to
producers and advisers

Advisers' and consultants'
workshop

Eighteen advisers from the QDPI, agribusiness, and
independent consultants operating on the Darling Downs,
attended a workshop we conducted in Toowoomba on 6
June 1995. The format of tlle workshop was similar to the
one for producers held in Dalby one month earlier. Again, it
was emphasised that the major objective of the workshop
was to assess the relevance of four different approaches to
decision support in order to guide R&D organisations and
agenCies contemplating further investment in the
development of decision-support products. The organisers
offered to pay a sitting fee aud meet the travelling expenses
of independent consultants, but none took up this offer.
The participants first completed a questionnaire about
the nature of their work, their contact with farmers, and
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their previous use of software and decision-support
products. They also said what technologies they thought
would increase farm profitability, and they reviewed this at
the end of the workshop to see whether their views had
changed.

natural resource management. Sixty percent had some
commitment to research and development (Table 5). Most
(53%) were employed in the agribusiness sector, and a
further 27% were drawn from the QDPI; the remainder saw
themselves as independent consultants.

As well as evaluating each decision-support approach,
the advisers/consultants allncated a hypothetical $30,000
grant from a R &D agency to a variety of activities intended
to improve their skills and those of farmers. (The advisers
were offered much more than the producers because of their
professional responsibility for the performance of a group
of farms and farmers.) Of the $30,000 only $8,000 could
be allocated to adviser trairdng; the remainder had to be
spent on activities with farmers. In all cases, the training
and producer activities were reallstically costed so that the
allocations reflected advisers' views on which approach was
worth how much.

On average, each paliicipant regularly dealt with 56
farmers, made 196 farm visits, and handled 460 telephone
enquiries each year. They addressed an average of 21
meetings each year, with each meeting typically attracting
10-11 farmers.

As with the producers' workshop, the advisers were
divided into three groups, and each group spent just over
an hour with the presenters of each decision-support
approach. The same products were demonstrated as before.
5.3.1

Characteristics of participating
advisers and consultants

Most of the adviser/consultant participants gave advice
on production and just over half of them offered advice on
Table 5

Spreadsheets were the most frequently used software
package among advisers, but public sector advisers tended
to usc them less than agribusiness advisers. On tile other
hand, 75% of public sector advisers used Wheatman,
whereas only 17% of agribusiness advisers used it.
5.3.2

Cropping technologies with
potential to improve farm
profitability

Choosing difierent crops, changing the balance between
summer and winter crops, adopting the principles of
opportunity cropping, response farming (changing the
cropping program according to SOl movements or the timing
of the seasonal break), and adjusting rates of nitrogen
fertiliser, were all rated highly for their potential to increase
farm profitability. The ratings of these did not change

Workshop 2. Characteristics of participating advisers and consultants

Characteristic

Response

Nature ofWork
Advise on production issues

93%

Advise on natural resource management

53%

Undertake research & development

60%

Work in administration & training

33%

Employment
Public sector adviser

20%
27%

Agribusiness adviser

53%

Independent consultant

Number of Contacts with Formers
Farmers on one-to-one basis
Number of farm visits per year
Number of telephone enquiries per year
Number of farmer meetings addressed
Total number offarmers at these meetings

56

196
460
21
221

Use of Software and Decision Support Packages
Rainman

20%

Wheatman

53%

Padfert 1
Spreadsheets
Water scheduling program

3%

67%
20%
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significantly as a result of the workshop (Table 6). The major
difference between the previous ratings of producers and
those of advisers related to the fine-tuning of minimum
tillage: producers rated this highly at 2.3 (scale 0-3),
whereas advisers rated it at 1.4 (scale 0-3).
The largest positive shifts in ratings concerned business
planning and the management of cash flows, with their
ratings shifting from 1.8 to 2.3, and 1.1 to 1.5 respectively
(Table 6). Ouly one respondent commented specifically
about his emerging realisation of the importance of business
planning, but the shift in ratings was clear. This was most
pronounced among respondents who had given business
planning a low rating at the beginning.
1\1'0 technologies were discounted consistently by
advisers through the course of the workshop. Advisers rated
ley pastures highly (rating 2) at the beginning of the
workshop, butthis dropped to 1.5 at the end. This may have
stemmed from the emphasis on manipulating nitrogen supply
with fertiliser, and giving much less attention to alternative
approaches, including the use of legume leys. Similarly,
advisers downgraded the potential value of a push probe
from an initial rating of 1.4 to 0.9 at the end. Again, there
was during the workshop a strong emphasis on more
rigorous and scientific procedures for a...;;sessing soil water,
and this may have caused advisers to discount the push
probe.
5.3.3

Evaluation of the four approaches to
decision support

Advisers and consultants, showed by their responses that
they thought that all four approaches would help in the
sustainable management of farms. In additiou, while they
thought that APSIM, Wheatman Plus and Howwet included
all relevantiactors, they were less sure about Rules ofThumh.
The advisers, like the producers, had some reservations
about the input requirements of APSIM.
The advisers shared the farmers' enthusiasm for APSIM as
the best product for showing how to make more money and
increase sustainability. Most advisers dismissed Rules of
Thumb in this regard. Wheatman plus and Howwet enjoyed
intermediate ratings. Again, it is not clear whether this high
rating for APSIM stems from the novelty of the product, or
from its requirement for a skilled researcher, adviser or
consultant to translate its output.
Advisers were divided about whether AP81M provided a
unique way to analyse issues: forty percent disagreed while
the remainder agreed, or agreed strongly. The precision of
APSIM in reviewing past performance was rated as impoliant,
particularly if it is used to help decision-malting about the
future.
Most respondents agreed that all approaches could help
advisers and producers to learn from each other, and that
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there was sufficient exposure of the underlying logic for the
purpose.
Most advisers rated precision highly, and saw it as the
key to the beneficial use of APSIM and Howwet. Accordingly,
pursuing precision further would increase their value by
10-20%. However, just under half the respondents
acknowledged that the pursuit of precision could diminish
the transparency of the underlying logic, with consequent
difficulties in communication.
Advisers generally ranked the approaches in the order:
WheatmanPlus, Howwet and Rules of Thumb, as aids
to understanding farming processes and as means of
encouraging advisers and producers to think about issues
beyond the paddock leveL
AP8IM,

5.3.4

Allocation of $30,000 R&D grant

Most advisers were sufficiently impressed with "PSIM by
the end of the workshop to allocate a hypothetical $4,500
to training in its use. lIvo thirds of them were also keen to
advance their skills in the analysis of cropping systems
through further training in the application of Excel
spreadsheets (Table 7). Training in group facilitation skills
and in grain marketing rated poorly.
In their allocation of funding to activities and services
for farmers, advisers gave a high priority to the formation of
farmer discussion groups, the use of crop mOnitoring
techniques in groups, the purchase of a licence to operate
APSIM, and subsidies for the soil testing needed to run APSIM
(Table 7). Just under 50% of respondents allocated funds
to on-farm group research. There was little interest in
subsidies to start up a Wheatman Plus bureau service.
The few respondents who failed to allocate funds to the
purchase of an APSIM licence were those who rated business
planning more higldy (P < 0.005) than average, both at the
beginning and at the end of the workshop.
5.3.5

Relevance of appr<>aches to
producers, advisers and scientists

The advisers rated Wheatman Plus, Howwet and Rules
of Thumb as appropriate to the decision support and learning
needs of producers, and rated APSIM as inappropriate for
this group.
APSIM, Wheatman Plus and Howwet were all rated as
appropriate, to highly appropriate, to the needs of advise",
whereas Rules o!Thumb were rated as appropriate for this
group.
APSIM was rated as most appropriate (score 1.9 on scale
-1 to 2) to the needs of researchers, while Rules of Thumb
were rated as barely appropriate for this group.

Case Study 3. Market Research for Decision Support for Dryland Crop Production
Table 6

Workshop 2. Advisers' ratings of the potential for different practices and technologies to
improve farm profitability before and after the workshop (0 = none; 3 = large)

Practice or Technology

Cropping system management
Choosing different winter or summer crops
Changing balance between winter and summer crops
Adoption of principles of opportunity cropping

Refinement of novel planting techniques
Use crop models to better explain seasonal effects

Develop practice of response farming
Adjust N rates in response to soil tests etc

Fine tune minimum tillage practices
Better manage VAM to improve nutrition
Address declining fertility with legume ley pastures

Average
Rating
Before (0-3)

Average
Rating
After (0-3)

1.7
1.8
1.9
1.2
1.5
1.9
2.0
1.4
1.6
2.0

2.0
1.8
2.1
1.3
1.8
1.9
1.8
1.4
1.4
1.5

1.1
1.4
1.1
1.1

1.1
1.3
1.3
1.1

1.8
1.2

2.1
1.5

1.8
1.1

2.3
1.5

1.3
0.9
1.7
1.8
1.4

1.7
1.2
1.7
2.0

Management of pests and diseases
Rotations to reduce the incidence of foliar diseases
Rotations to reduce root and crown diseases
More cost effective herbicides for chemical fallows
Better knowledge of herbicide residues

Product marketing and price management
Use forward selling & options to manage price risk
Increased investment in on-farm storage

Financial management
Better business planning that includes all resources
Monitoring of farm cash flow

Physical monitoring (or improved management
Crop growth, water use and water use efficiency
Monitor 501 in order to adjust cropping program
Monitor insects for integrated pest management
Monitor soil water and nitrate at depth
Use push probe for estimates of soil water

5.4

Discussion and conclusions

Asurprising finding from these workshops was the low
level of previous exposure to Wheatman which had been
actively promoted, through the press and through small
workshop sessions, for at least five years since its release in
1989. Our evidence suggests that its use has been largely
confined to QDPI advisers, with little use by either
agribusiness advisers or farmers. Despite the fact that
computer ownership was above average among the farmers
involved at the Dalbyworkshop (50% cf. an average of 30%),
not one producer had acquired or used Wheatman. The
evidence presented here suggests that decision-support

0..9

software of this type is not an efficient vehicle for delivery
of insights from research organisations to the wider farming
community.
Despite the fact that none of the farmers had used

Wheatman) participants were generous in their assessment
of its potential, as of other software approaches, to
contribute to the improved management of their cropping
programs. However, this assessment did not exclude other
approaches, particularly those which supported learning
in a group setting. Discussions about APSIM and about the
refinement of Rules of Thumb were also valued.
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Table 7

Workshop 2. Allocation of $30,000 grant between training activities for advisers,and activities
and services for producers

Activity or Service

Average $
allocated

% Positive
response

Training activities for advisers and consultants
Training in group facilitation ($1,800)

Train'lng in cropping systems analysis using Excel ($1,800)
Training in the use of Excel tailored to needs ($1,800)
Training in the use of APSIM to gain accreditation ($4,500)
Training in grain marketing, futures & options ($1,800)
Activities and services for producers
Grant to subsidise formation of groups ($5,OOO/group)
Grant for on-farm research wfth groups ($5,000/group)
Grant for crop monitoring in groups ($5,OOO/group)
Subsidy for soil sampling needed for APSIM ($1 OO/paddock)
Grant to fund start-up Wheotmon bureau ($5,OOO/area)
Purchase APSIM licence with professional support ($5,000)
Total of allocations

Producers and advisers rated APSIM highly for its capacity
to show what changes are needed for a better result. Since
the outputs usually take the form of yield distributions for
two courses of action (e.g. with and without applied
nitrogen), it is difficult to see how APSIM is superior in pointing
to more profitable strategies and tactics: certainly its outputs
arc not inherently different from those of IVheatman Plus,
although the quality of the Excel graphics used by AP81M was
markediy superior to that of the Wheatman Plus graphics.
Possibly ,IPSIM was highly rated because it was thought to be
more precise than alternative approaches. This belief may
derive from APSIM'S high requirement for input data, the fact
that it simulates crop growth on a daliy time-step basis, and
that it provides detailed, daily data on crop growth and
nutrient uptake.
The producers were adamant that precision was an
essential prereqnisite for any decision-support software, This
may partly have led to the favourable response to the APSIM
demonstration, They did not recognise that increased
precision calls for expensive software development with
increasingly complex models; and exacts opportunity costs
because of the increasing difficulty in interpreting model
output and the restriction of the search space. We falied to
convince them that there were definite limitations to the
number of variables that could be handled by computerised
decision-support packages, particularly when they were built
to respond to weather variables on a daily time-step basis,
The real costs of increasing precision seem to be largely
hidden, The farmers also commented on the need to
incorporate a sophisticated paddock recording system into
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720
1200
960
3600
360

40
67
53
80
20

5807
3047
4813
2827
1333
4000

73

47
67
75
27

75

$28,667

decision-support packages: the recording system included
with Wheatman Plus was judged inadequate for their needs.
The advisers and consultants believed that the value of
models such as APSIM in decision suppoti depended on
precision. Precision is often argued on the basis of good
agreement between 'observed' and 'predicted' yields, with
an index of determination (R2) between simulated and
observed yields in the range 60-75%, and the slope of the
regreSSion line close to one. However, it is not clear that
increasing the R2, for example by the inclusion of more
variables, necessarily leads to a better decision-support
product. This is particularly the case when the complexity
of the underlying model increases to such an exient that it
becomes difficult to discern the linkages between inputs and
outputs, and the essential ideas needed to guide action and
promote change become increasingly difficult to
communicate. Only 50% of advisers recognised these tradeoffs as costs that are inseparable from the quest for greater
precision.
The alternative path to achieving precision is through
more sophisticated and rigorous measurement of those input
variables that clearly have the greatest impact on the output
vatiable(s) (e,g, yield) of interest. In the case OfAPSIM, precise
measurement of soil water, nitrate nitrogen, rainfall, and
temperatures is essential to precision. However, it is yet to
be established dlat the precision in input specification
needed to maximise the predictive performance of the cropsimulation models is as relevant to farmers who want higher
profits. In practice, theincreased precision in outputs from
models of increasing complexity is small. We suspect that
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the marginal value of increased precision in model output,
against a background of very uncel1ain future weather, is
quite small if not negative.
There were some significant differences between the two
workshops. The fanners were more forthright in questioning
the different approaches to decision support (and more
insightful in their comments) than the advisers, perhaps
because of differences in their skills and formal scientific
training. With a few exceptions, both groups (farmers and
advisers) appeared to undervalue their own models as
against the 'scientific' models which were presented. Advisers
particularly did not admit to using rules of thumb in their
work. The producers endorsed Ule value of computer-based
DSS-for advisers and researchers. The advisers endorsed
the development ofDSS-pritnarily by and for researchers,
just maybe for advisers. The buck was being passed back
along the traditional farmer-extension-research continuum.
The farmers recognised that routine assessments of soil
water and available nitrogen could be useful in managing
their cropping programs, and showed the strength of their
feeling by allocating $1044 to this from d,eir hypothetical
allocation of $5000. That there was no relationship between
their allocation to soil testing and their interest in APSIM,
suggests that they are confident that interpretation and better
outcomes are possible without access to a crop-simulation
model. The challenge for the researchers is to demonstrate
that the use of crop-simulation models can add value to soil
test data and so generate even better outcomes for farmers.

5.5

Reflections on our approach
to the evaluation of
workshops

These workshops gave us a great deal of trouble. The
appearance of an objective comparison between the four
different approaches was deliberately contrived in order to
raise certain issues to do with the design of DSS products:
whether they should be backward or forward-looking, the
requisite precision in output variables (in order to facilitate
decision-making), and the necessary precision in inputs to
achieve this. The use of product description sheets did assist
in raising these issues with the various model developers;
indeed, it became clear that these were issues they had not
considered. So, to that extent, we were successful in
beginning to negotiate a common design language. The use
of four approaches, in a comparative setting, was appreciated
by farmers because it was clear that we were not trying to
sell anyone approach; our attempt to seek the advice of
producers and advisers was genuine and seen to be so. Our
payment of an honorarium to farmers helped to establish
this.

Certain key insights did emerge at the workshops: the
clalm for increased precision made for the more complex
model formulations (AP8IM) was questioned; and the
irrelevance of some model outputs noted (why would one
want to run Wheatman Plus with the frost risk torned offl).
We tried to establish a distinction between looking
backwards and looking forwards (which seemed to us to
be quite distinct ways of using models), but this distinction
did not seem important to the other participants. Some
producers were vocal in their endorsement of APSIM, but it
was not clear why. What they saw in the presentation was
Excel graphics of APSIM output: was it APS1M, or Excel, or the
topicality of the story, or Peter Carberry'S energetic
presentation that they were responding to? Is looking
backwards (re-working past experiences) sufficient to gnide
future decision-making, or is changing our focus from
looking backwards to looking forwards an important ose of
a DSS such as Wheatman?
Thus, from our point of view, we were unable, using the
workshop seSSions, to achieve the level of critical reflection
we would have liked. They were an ambiguous expetience
for us. The history of SIRATAC (Cox, 1996) suggests that
researchers should not just respond to an apparent demand
for these products but shoold seek to be oser-relevant, not
user-dtiven. Granted the substantial gap between systems of
thought and systems of action which we have docomented,
R&D plarmers need to be particularly wary of encouraging
an activity where these different perspectives meet as if by
accident. We are asking researchers to point out why these
tools are not relevant to the needs of their clients, and to
refrain from using this kind of consultation as a substitute
for critical reflection about how DSS products might bring
about beneficial change in production practice. We recognise
that this is a big ask, but fallore to meet this issue head on
wili Duly lead to further organisational commiiment to an
activity that is holding up more important innovation in
R,D&E practice. The opportunity costs are high. Still, the
scientists liked the workshops. And that helped to reestablish our credibility with them.
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6

Bridging the model

gap
6.1

Introduction

During this project we have tried to learn about and
describe the models that farmers use to manage their
broadacre, dryland, agricultural, production systems, and
those that scientists use ostensibly to describe the same
systems. We have argued that farmers' models (captured as
rule sets, or rules of thumb ) are comprehensive, transparent,
stable and adaptive. They are appropriate model structures
for guiding the management of a broadacre, dryland,
cropping system characterised as much by uncertainty in
outcome as by complexity in configuration. Scientists'
models, on the other hand, are partial, opaque, unstable
(brittle), and non-adaptive. They may be suitable for
research purposes (that is a separate issue), but there are
major questions to be raised about their proposed (and
attempted) use to change the ways in which farmers manage
their production systems. There is a substantial model gap.
We have also attempted to discuss how this model gap may
be bridged.
APSRU was set up to exploit the new ability of scientists
to simulate the performance of crops and soils. At least in
part, this was based on the perceived success of Wheatman
and SIRATAC in helping to improve decision-making on the
farm. Yet this research has led us to question the validity of
this perception. Cox (1996) argues that SIRA'I1I.C was in many
ways a special case, reflecting a political debate peculiar to
the cotton industry. In any case, the marginal value of the
recommendations generated by SIRATAC compared with
other simpler formulations is questionable. Similar
considerations apply to Wheatman: the rnles for varietal
choice are simple enough (they relate to differences in
maturity) and can be expressed readily outside the model
framework (as rules of thumb); and there appears to be
some justification for querying the assumptions about risk
management behaviour on which Wheatman is based (this
view was expressed by at least one private-sector adviser).
Thus, the exemplars of this approach turn out to be poorly
justified. Pannell et al. also propose that the marginal gains
from complex model formulations are smali and may indeed
be negative in the context of the management of open
systems. The case for using simulation models in this way is
not self-evident on the basis of recent experience, and has
still to be made. To some extent, that was the reason why
APSRU proposed this research project. APSRU asserted its
desire, indeed determination, to be relevant to a range of
stakeholders including farmers, advisers and policy-makers;
but it has hugely restricted itself to one type of contribution
(APSIM) , and this largely thwarts its purpose.
Our contribution has been to raise some of these
considerations, to question the assumptions on which they
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are based, and to suggest ways of resolving, or at least
ameliorating, them The current situation is clearly absurd:
scientists are trying to justify expenditure on the development
and application of their models by insisting on their use by
farmers and advisers. This is a category mistake of some
importance (see Cox, 1996) because prevents agricultural
R&D from tackling management decision-making in an
effective, efficient and expeditious manner. The simple
assertion of a particular point of view (based primarily on
consideration of water and nitrogen) is not good enough if
we are intent, as we believe we should be as professional
researchers, on effecting change. It fails to recognise where
fanners are currently at, where gains in production efficiency
can be expected to be made, and what different ways there
may be of going about this. The development of models is
masquerading as the analysis of real issues, and getting in
the way of the more fundamental change that we see as
necessary if professional science is to help discover the real
problems in practical agriculture, and to do something about
them. We have got caught up, howeverunwitiingly, in 'group
think'2. The choice of research paradigm, the selection of
appropriate representations, and the negotiation of criteria
by which to judge the success or otherwise of this activity
are all up for grabs. There are other ways of doing things.

6.2

Communication of failure

They've got a long way to go to develop those sort of
things ... but I think it's a bit too restrictive ...As the
computers get more powerful and are able to take into
account more factors, well you see we're already doing
that, I suppose they're good for putting down on paper
what we already know.
Producer on crop simulation models, Dalby,

September 1994
.. .it is a very different approach than just any of the
judgements that just another consultant has made. It's
more measuring things and using this scientific
approach.

APSRU scientist
There is a bias here that models aren't really needed.
Scientist on Cox's performance when
reviewing the on-farm project, 8 September

1994,
We haven't got credibility, even within APSRU, for the
models at the moment. ... These aren't trials to answer a
question. To me these are trials to create credibility.
Scientists, reviewing the on-farm project, 8

September t994

2

Groupthink: groupthink is a term used to signify a syndrome of
ineffective deCiSion-making by a group. Elements of this
syndrome include: limited information search, misperceptions
of data, and a false sense of a group's righteousness.
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A general issue emerged from this project about the
different ways in which 'failure' is appreciated and
communicated by scientists and farmers. It was strongly
impressed upon the writers that failure is not something to
be countenanced: the notion that APSRU could be a failure
(because it was established on faulty premises, and seemed
intent on locking itself into a course of action that guaranteed
minimal impact) was out of bounds. Yet this kind of 'double
loop learning' (questioning the paradigm within which an
activity is conducted) can ultimately be the basis of significant
progress so long as we are prepared to learn and move on.
On the other hand, the farmers with whom we interacted
showed considerable evidence of skills in double loop
learning: many questioned the advisability of applying
chemicals and long-term dependence on nitrogen fertiliser
(whether this was a good thing or not with a view to the
long-term prospects for improved performance). Farmers
appeared to value information about the things that didn't
work, such as an experiment they had tried. Perhaps
scientists' relative inability to value negative or inconclusive
results is a characteristic of professional agricultural science
which has been encouraged by the use of publications
(preferentially recounting positive results-the experiment
that worked) as a criterion for advancement. This theme is
expanded upon by Shuiman (1995).
We attempted to communicate about failure: by stressing
the opportunities for learning that this provides; that
differences in point of view/interpretation help to identify
potential opportunities for learning by all participants; that
science offers just one point of view when it comes to
management; that the discussion of a management issue
('thinking through' the process) may be more important
than trying to identify a single best course of action. Shuiman
assisted Cox in writing the SIRATAC case study (Cox, 1996)
so that it more-clearly valued the SIRATAC experience: that
there were positive aspects to it; that the actors had got
unwittingly caught up in a cycle of escalation; that much can
still be learned from its eventual 'failure'; and that recognition
of its eventual 'failure' was an indication of its success. We
tried.

6.3

Articulation of simulation and
heuristic models

Models have many purposes: to help think througlJ an
issue; to reveal the most important factors that are likely to
influence the outcome (the boundary of an issue); to engage
people in dialogue, and negotiations of meanings that (a)
there is an issue, and (b) that there are opportunities for a
solution; and to draw out the practical implications for
action. What constitutes an issue depends on who you talk
with. The choice of model depends on who you are talking
to and what you are talking about. The discussion in this
section comes largely from Cox et al. (1995).

Crop-simulation models do much of the above for
scientists engaging with other scientists, but there are many
instances where the factors incorporated and the boundaries
drawn are entirely inappropriate for the practical manager.
Even for scientists, they should be focused on an issue that
needs to be resolved; usually they are not. Does integrating
many bits of speciallst knowledge into crop-simulation
models necessarily lead to new insights for managers?
Scientists argue that there is no other way for them to
integrate all the relevant environmental factors. That may
be so for them, but their set of'all relevant factors' is merely
a sub-set of those recognised by the manager. One of the
problems with simulation models is not that they are
integrated, butthat they are partial; not that they do not take
into account the right factors to 'explain' a situation (i.e.
describe it) but that they iguore the distinction between
controllable and uncontrollable factors and hence fail to
provide guidelines for action.
This argument has several ramifications. First, we value
multiple models for use by different people for different
purposes; different models will be used anyway, and it seems
perverse to insist on a unitary model structure ('one size
fits all') irrespective of the context of model use. Second,
recognition of different model structures for different
purposes emphasises that practitioners already use powelfuj
representations that have been adapted to handle the issues
they face. Assertion of a different category of model has to
be evaluated in comparison with how these existing
processes fulfil their purpose, not in any absolute sense.
Third, models should be valued as process tools at least as
much as products (whether descriptive or analytical), i.e.
negotiation of a model structure by different actors can
facilitate communication and generate novel options. The
model can be discarded once the actors have learned from
the process of building it. The existing simulation technology
seems intent on describing an objective world ofbiophysical
processes that is almost inaccessible to practitioners who
are looking for things that they can do differently to obtain
better outcomes. The practical world is occupied largely
with continual re-adjustment at the marglns to ever-changing
circumstances. Any articulation of the models of scientists
and farmers is, at present, accidental.

The evaluation of alternative model formulations is a
critical issue. The bald assertion that a model captures the
best available scientific knowledge just will not do if we are
intent, as we believe we should be, in bringing about change
in the management of agricultural production systems. We
have to be concerned about the contribution at the margin
of alternative model formulations for different uses by
different users. There are rapidly diminishing marginal
returns to increasing complexity. For many purposes, we
may have already gone past the optimal level of complexity
(because of a computational problem to do with a
combinatorial explosion of input specifications; because we
are not restricting the search space to isolate likely solutions;
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and because the input requirements are too onerous to
collect, and hence are poorly specified). We have gone too
far in chasing marginal improvements in precision (required
to satisfy a scientific audience) at the expense of explanatory
power, creating dependence when we should be
empowering.
Perhaps our current preoccupation with the decisionmaking process itself is misplaced. Pfeffer (1992) offers an
alternative way of thinking about the decision-making
process. According to him there are three important things
to remember about decisions: a decision by itseH changes
nothing (a decision needs to be implemented before it can
take effect); at the moment a decision is made, we cannot
possibly know whether it is good or bad (we must wait for
the consequences to become clear before we can know this);
and we almost invariably spend more time living with the
consequences of our decisions than we do in malting them,
Pfeffer puts it this way:
If decisions by themselves change nothing; if, at the time
a decision is made, we carnlOt Imow its consequences;
and if we spend, in any event, more time living with our
decisions than we do making them, then it seems evident
that the emphasis in much management training and
practice has been misplaced. Rather than spending
inordinate amounts of time and effort in the decisionmaking process, it would seem at least as useful to spend
time implementing decisions [working through the
remaining options after decisions are made] and dealing
with their ramifications.

This argues for greater practical engagement by
researchers.
The criteria for success in modelling activities are thus
changing: towards greater emphasis on achieving outcomes
(changes in the behaviour of others), not outputs (residual
artefacts of our own behaviour); and towards acceptance of
modelling as a process for achieving outcomes, not as a
product which is an end in itself. The more immediate
question we face is how two very different categories of model
(those of scientists and farmers) can be articulated in order
to bring about purposeful change in the behaviour of both
communities. As researchers, we have proposed various ways
of overcoming this problem: working with farmers' models;
using alternative research model formulations (such as
mathematical programming); using translation models (to
move between model categories); using sequential processes
(constrncVdeconstruct); or all of these as part of a tool-kit
approach. No one solution will be everywhere the best. In
all cases, what we do will depend on the issues we face.
Choices will need to be made about how and how far we do
(or do not) question the purposes of farmers and scientists,
and whether we use old or new tools to help bring about
change.
We argue for the simultaneous use of, and fluency in,
multiple representations by professional researchers intent
on effecting change in the management of agricultural
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production systems. The first thing is to recognise the value
of farmers' models, and the limitations of researchers' own
models, for action. We need to demonstrate how professional
models can lead to practical innovation rather than just
providing analytical ('objectively-derived') justification for
knowledge already incorporated into practical models. Part
of this cultural change will be brought about by participation
in model development, starting over from scratch; part by
taking responsibility for deconstructing model output into
practical guidelines; and part by learning to construct entirely
new categories of model. We argue the need to re-engineer
R,D&E processes if we are to realise the potential of
researchers' models to change production practice (Cox et
aI., 1996). Models become tools for managing within the
communication process as we begin the delicate task of rearticulating two cultures that have grown apart.

6.4

Re-engineering R,D&E

We suggest in Cox et al. (1996), from which the following
discussion is largely drawn, that agricultural R,D&E, while
paying increasing attention to stalreholder interests, has got
stuck in the transition between two cultural peaks; now, it is
neither one nor the other, neither science nor management.
The far peak, rather dimly perceived by scientists, is
inhabited by professional agricultural managers and other
stakeholders trying to cope with the realities of performing
in a complex, and constantly changing, physical, economic
and social environment.
There are many symptoms of this mahtise in both the
APSRU and GLASS projects:' communication is seen as a
separate activity, added on after the research is done; apoor
feel for the value of information, either at the margin, or in
relation to the cost of getting it; grand visions are substituted
for realisable projects; projects are inconsistent with
objectives; because of the mismatch between rhetoric and
reality, commitment to outmoded ways of operating
continues to be supported; how we do our research does
not respond to the various requirements of different
stakeholders; and scientists are rewarded for output
(software products and scientific papers) rather than
outcomes, so long as scientists remain focused on outputs.
Failure is engineered into the way they do their work
Researchers are willing to tackle issues of concern to
stakeholders (to be relevant), but do not appear to know
what that means nor how to go about it. The push for
outcomes comes from inside the organisations of R&D
providers as much as it is imposed; and there is a renewed
commitment to action. But there is still poor recognition of
how sick the patient is, or the implications of the proposed
changes in customer focus for how to do science. Re-

an account of the GLASS project, see the Project 3 report by
Neil Madeod
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engineering suggests that the big pay-offs wili be achieved
by pressing on with this transformation, and by pursuing it
more actively and overtly.
Business process re-engineering typically takes a high
level view, surveying what current institutional arrangements
are meant to deliver. It focuses on outcomes rather than
outputs, since much of the value of fe-engineering comes
from the obsessive pursuit of customer value. And it sets
ambitious goals, as it is chasing entirely new ways to achieve
substantial results. Re-engineeringprovides one framework
for developing a new model of R,D&E designed to support
management decision-making,
Re-engineered processes are much simpler and
significantly more customer-focused than those they replace.
Re-engineering seek~ out simple, effective ways to deliver
value to customers by fe-constructing processes without the
baggage of history. There are really no rules to the process,
everything should be questioned, and it is not a once-off
affair. Rather, there is a set of basic questions, the repetitive
review of which will drive organisational change in a
direction consistent with satisfJing customer (stal<eholder)
wishes. These are questions of purpose (,What are we in
business for?'); culture ('How do we generate another, better
organisational environment?'); process and performance
('What process is most effective in getting the results that
customers want?'); and people ('Who do we want to work
with?') .
Re-engineering attempts to replace perfectionist
organisational thinking ('Get it right then keep it going')
with 'Make it something else'. It affirms our faith in human
beings: replacing ex officio authority with existential
authority; overthrowing the tyranny of numerical accounting;
and complementing the old adversariallcompetitive strategy
with a supportive strategy. It actively pursues growth and
service through pluralistic thinking within a culture of
leanned willingness and individual accountability. The hardest
lesson of all is that the ouly way to gain control is to give it
up.
In short, business process re-engineering is about
achieving outcomes for stakeholders rather than simply
generating outputs which they mayor may not take up. It
integrates different functions within the context of the whole
orgardsation. Thus, even though traditional sections may have
been peiforming within their own domain, this may not be
consistent with the goals of the orgardsation as a whole or
in the context of an integrated process. Significant
opportunities may have been missed because they 'fell
between the cracks' that are left between the boundaries of
existing institutional structures/functions. This reaffirmation
of the determination of organisations to achieve outcomes
for stakeholders, rather than self-serving outputs, takes place
at the same time as our conception is also changing about
which groups constitute legitimate stakeholders.

It could be argued that the formation and operation of
APSRU has been affected by some elements of the reengineering movement. It has resisted the temptation to be
totally absorbed by the design and provision ofDSS. However,
the opportunity to make further gains, and gains of
inunediate relevance to clients, through the collaborative
development of new ways of doing things has not been
thoroughiy exploited; this despite the rhetoric that has
surrounded the on-fann project and the new Farmscape
project. The opportunities to substitute information for
physical inputs to get a better match between input use and
opportunities for gain, thus improving farm performance
and sustainability, are not being seized. Yet surely this is
where the main contribution of a group such as APSRU lies.

6.S

Renegotiating the criteria for
success in DSS development

Up to now, information technology has had a poor record
for facilitating social change. Indeed, Wiener (1993) refers
to the issues to do with software reliability, the software criSiS,
as 'digital woes'. Cox (1996) raises several issues in the
design of agricultural DSS to do with the appropriateness of
this technology for inducing behavioural change in others
at a distance. Ethics in modelling is emerging as a significant
issue (Wallace, 1994; Forester and Morison, 1994). These
issues are discussed 01'0 in Cox ef al. (1995).
APSRU has adopted a systems analytical approach to soil
and crop management based on their expertise in the
development and application of sitnulation models of crop
and soil processes. This provides one way of comparing
options such as different land uses or land management
practices. It does not discover novel opportunities outside
the boundaries of the simulation model. The process models
of the systems analysts may have a place, perhaps as decisionsupport systems for professional researchers engaged with
others in participatory technology development. The
development of DSS should be encouraged within that
context rather than as an end in itself. Howev~r, we must
find a way to share the learning achieved by the researchers
through their development of models.
Many problems can be solved very well withoutDSS, and
the marginal benefit does not justify the cost of developing
and maintaining them. But, in other applications, it is
doubtful whether the computer simulation models on which
DSS are based have sufficient resolution to be used in the
way we want, for example to allow professional researchers
to contlibute to farmers' experiments. Our rigid adherence
to the one path (use of information technology in an attempt
to buttress an outdated linear model of agricultural
extension) is a blind alley. The other (use of model
construction as a process tool) can offer potential for
substantial pay-offs because of the way it broadens the scope
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for shared experience and captures the synergy dIat comes
from combining perspectives.
The construction, application, and modification of
models of various kinds may help to bridge the gap between
traditional systems of scientific thought and emerging systems
of action. Professional researchers are only just beginning
to explore the potential for introducing wider social
arrangements within our systems modelling in order to
stimulate both thought and action. But it does not follow
that the scientists' models are the most effective vehicle for
effecting purposeful change in the management of
agricultural production systems. They might be used to
explore fruitful avenues, or to define the likely shape of
response surfaces. The exploitation and communication of
such insights may best be handled in ways other than by
duplicating the representations through which they were
developed. We propose working with parallel models and
multiple representations, embracing modelling in its
broadest sense.

to support participation in designing better (more
productive, more sustainable) agricultural production
systems, not in the routine (and unthinking) delivery of
output of the same models in an attempt to influence the
behaviour of others who have not been involved in their
development.

Our main concern is not that DSS technology has falled
to live up to initial expectations, but that the underlying skills
in systems analysis have not been adequately exploited. The
side-effects of the development of some DSS technologies
have sometimes been beneficial and significant, but the
opportunity to learn from them, and move on, has not been
taken. We need to capture repeatedly the benefits deriving
from DSS development, not the unthinking replication of
artefacts that do nothing very much. It is titoe to renegotiate
the criteria for success in DSS research, and to begin to
value models as process tools rather than unwanted artefacts.
Information technology, including DSS (if this is kept in
perspective), can do much to fulfil the increasingly urgent
need for bUSiness-process re-engineering in aglicultural
R,D&E.

The role of models, like that of communication more
generally, is: to facilitate the negotiation of a common
framework for communication between groups of people
who see the world differently; to open up possibilities for
doing things differently, for ourselves and others; and to
cbange the world in a purposeful way so that it is a different
place for all of us. That is also our concern.

The criteria for success should not be related to the
number of units of a DSS sold since, as we have argued, this
is an inappropriate use of the underlying modelling skills.
Rather, they should relate to the critical insights gained from
the improved communication of the different perspectives
of scientist and farmer, and the changed behaviour (of both
actors) that followed. The beneficial outcomes of modelbased research will come from using information technology
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This shifts the focus to the joint responsibility to generate,
test and implement critical insights in an effective, efficient
and expeditious manner, and away from the provision of
mundane management tools with no particular message or
computational advantage. The short life of many DSS may
then be evidence of success (if desired change has been
quicldy achieved), not fallure. Consideration can be focused
on stopping an intervention at the right time, rather than on
how to ensure continnlng commiitoent to a technology which
has achieved what it set out to do. The tendencies towards
escalation of commitment, and to ever-increasing complexity,
are curtailed. The trick is to do this while simultaneously
capturing the primary benefits of participation in modelling.

The original objectives of the market research study left
the purposes of both farmers and scientists largely
unquestioned. The transfer of DSS products was envisaged
as a substitute for communication between these two very
different sets of actors, but tlle nature of that communication
was not seen as in any way problematic. Our project
challenges, and has begun to change, this misperception.
The issues are not about packaging insights that are in any
case unproblematic and generally accepted. They are about
transparencies that facilitate the recognition and
exploitation of alternative opportunities. Unless these tools
facilitate practical engagement, it is unlikely that we will be
developing new options-rather we will only be re-inventing
old ones. Current DSS technology is an ineffective way of reinventing the square wheel.
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7

Summary and
recommendations

• There is an urgent need to harness the potential for
learning at a community level by facilitating the

rule sets. But there is always scope to negotiate then'
improvement.

• Scientists' models are appropriate for the description
and understanding of underlying biophysical processes
in order to predict the outcome of a particular
combination of circumstances. Simulation using
deterministic crop and soil process models is one way

interpretation and exchange of information between

growers. This can best be achieved by their working
within smail facilitated groups, under the umbrella of a
larger organisation that can expedite exchanges between
groups, and across regions. In addition, if communities
are fully to exploit the potential for learnblg that exists,
there needs to be an attempt to collect some additional
data e.g. from chemical analyses of soil and tissue, and
through the use of weather stations. In this way, it should
be possible to interpret these experiments better and
accelerate the learning tilat can come from linking the
results from farmers' experiments with those of
professional science.
• There seems little point in better specifying production
risks, with a view to managing them better, unless

marketing risk is tackled at the same time. The outcome
of importance to growers is the product of price and
yield (less costs), and there appears to be little
justification for focusing on one factor to the exclusion
of the other.
o
Models are essential tools for helping us construct the
world in which we live, to negotiate common meanings
with others, and to bling about change. This applies as
much in the management of broadacre dryland farming
systems as elsewhere.
• Discussion about tile most appropriate type of model to
do this is a continuous process. The most appropriate
model depends on the issue faced, who the stakeholders
are, and what they are trying to do. Selection of model
type is central to the negotiations.
•

Models should be used to opeo up possibilities, not close
them off. This suggests an approach that values multiple
representations of ostensibly the same situation, and
respect for other pOints of view.

• DSS technology is largely an artefact of scientific
modelling eff011s. It encapsulates one particularview of
the world, one that values a limiting scientific
understanding of the behaviour of nanlral processes. It
can be dangerous in a management context if it excludes
other forms of understandings.
•

farmers' models and scientists' models differ in

impOliant respects (scope, complexity, transparency, reusability) .
•

Farmers' models are appropriate for: the management
of biological production processes, in the face of

considerable uncertainty in outcomes, in order to make
a living now and in the future. They can be expressed as

of doing this.
•

There may be scope for improving the performance of
farmers' models through: tile application of existing
mles to additional information about the status of the
system (e.g. tirrough soil and plant monitoring); the
development and application of novel rules (e.g. relating
to the use of novel technological components); and
enhancements to the COIDllllmication proce.<;ses through
which new rules are developed (e.g. through the
development of relationships between different
stakeholder groups-farmers and scientists-in order
to promote joint learning).

• DSS technology largely sidetracks these issues: by
making assumptions about input requirements for
decision-making; by asserting a single (scientific) point
of view; and by substituting a product for a relationship.
There arc substantial issues to do with failure to negotiate
fundamental constructs for the structure of a decision,
the options available, the appropriate form of analysis,
the comparison of alternative strategies, and the
evaluation of outcomes.
•

Investment in the development of DSS products is
predicated on largely unsuPPOl1ed assumptions tiIat the
performance of agricultural production systems is
information-limited, that current decision-making

behaviour is badly deficient because of inadequate
information processing, and that DSS products can
correct both these deficiencies. We have seen scant
evidence to support these assumptions. What is lacking
is a shared vision for using available information, and
transforming it in novel ways, to create better
possibilities.
.
• Although there may be scope for substituting information
for physical inputs (thereby improving production
efficiency), there is a real danger that such information
is over-valued in an economic sense-that people
already have sufficient information to make a deCision,
and the decision will not change witil the accumulation
of additional information (particularly if it is focused
on one or two variables ouly). Indeed, the search for
additional information may be detrimental because it
predisposes to prevarication. The art is to know the
difference between information that is vital to the issue

at hand and that which can be ignored. This depends
on what we are trying to do.
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• The issues are not aboutpackaging insights that are in
any case unproblematic and generally accepted. They
are about transparencies that facilitate the recognition
and exploitation of alternative opportunities. Uuless
these tools facilitate practical engagement, it is unlikely
that we will he developing new options-rather we will
only be re-inventing old ones.
• There may be scope for developing and using
information technology as a process tool for continually
(itel'atively) re-negotiating our various model structures,
and improving the way in which they impinge on each
other in order to bring about change in the performance
of different groups of stakeholders on their own terms.
Use of models in this way will open up possibilities, not
close them ofl. Rather than providing answers, the
discussions that surround the use of scientific models
may be an opportunity for learning.
• We are arguing then, on the one hand for researchers
to become fluent in the use of multiple model structures
(not just simulation), and on the other for participation
in technology development in a collegiate manner. We
are looking for a more substantial customer-focus, and
explicit concern for achieving outcomes for, and with,
customers, The scientific project stops short of this.
• The achievement of these goals will require a cultural
slrift in our institutional R&D providers in order to bring
about changes in the way in which professional R,D&E
is currently done. The current debate on business
process re-engineering is one way of framing this
cultural transition. Because of the inertia of existing
institutional arrangements, this will be very difficult to
bring about.
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Appendix I
Commentary on the Final Report for the
LWRRDC/GRDC/RIRDC Project No. CTC3,
"Market Research for Decision Support for
Dryland Crop Production", R.L. McCown
(former CSIRO Leader,APSRU; designer of
this project and the sister on-farm project
studied by this project), and Peter Carberry
and Mike Foale (leading APSRU scientists in
the on-farm project).

Introduction
The report by Ridge and Cox on the project "Market
research for decision support for dryland production"
(hereafter, the "Report" on the "Market research project")
has aroused intense controversy and debate. The dominant
theme in this Report is the conllict between two groups two "contending coalitions" (Biggs, 1995) - within
projects within a single research organisation. Yet, as
indicated in the lutroduction and Peter Cox's story, we started
out with shared vision and commitment to reforming the
way research in this field is conducted. To Cox, those were
the days when "APSRU was open to difierent ways of seeing
the world". Although we don't think APSRU's openness
declined, the original unanimity certalnly did, and the Report
is essentially a story of emergent conflict from the viewpoint
of one contending coalltion. The debate revealed by the story
is important beyond the project because of the importance
of the subject, ie. how scientific intervention in farm planning
and decision-making might be provided effectively and
appropriately. The conflict itself mayor may not be important
more generally, depending on whether the cause concerned
matters of substance 01' resulted from conflicts of
personalities and coalltion interests.
As a research product, the Report is extraordinary, first
in that the story of conllict is so central and, second in that
there is no inclusion of invited input from the contending
viewpoint. At the time the Report was released, exclusion of
the views of the other contending coalltion prompted us to
negotiate with the LWRRDC Coordinator for inclusion - in
the interest of balance in the story and control of damage to
our coalltion's reputation - of a substantial 'commentary'
by those under attack. But now, in 2000, redress of omission
and distortion seems less important than it did at the time.
Much has happened in the 4--5 years since the Report was
written that makes redundant many earlier conflicts in
perceptions, interpretations, and predictions. As a result,
we have deleted much of our original commentary and added
a smnmary of developments after the Report that create an
important new backdrop for the debate.

The debate is about attempts by a research team to
understand and change a system. The system includes
farmB1~ farming and trying to find ways to farm better as
well as researchers trying to find ways to assist farmers to
farm better through innovations in communication
technology. APSRU was established by the Queensland DP!

and CSIRO to create a critical mass of expertise concerning
simulation of cropping systems. There were good grounds
for believing that the capability to simulate the production
for any situation for which there are appropriate weather
records and soil data was potentially very useful in farm
production planning and decision-making. Up until 1992
tests of this hypothesis had been mainly through production
of decision support systems (DSSs), but by this time it was
beconting worryingly clear that very few farmers were using
these products. The Market research project and the Onfarm project were designed to find explanations for this
communication failure and to seek a basis for redesign of
scientific support for planning and decision-making in a risky
ciimate.

An alternative account of the Onfarm research
Critique of the On-farm project became the central theme
of the Market research project and was central to the Report's
conclusions. We submit that this makes it important to
readers of the Report that the On-farm project is adequately
represented. Ridge and Cox acknowledged that their Report
is, and must be, a biased account. This commentary stands
to benefit readers' appreciation of this activity by prOviding
a contending account.
The approach taken in the On-farm project began with a
hypothesis: in this region where uncertainty of rainfall
dominates decision-making, a jat'mel' would welcome a
tool which could simulate accurately crop yields (a) for
specific farm conditions and (b) in response to his 'what
ifI' questions about management actions. As a hypothesis
not amenable to scientific testing, testing had to be
undertaken in an action research paradigm, working with
farmers and their advisers within the farm's management
system. The first step was to negotiate plans with farmers
for joint investigation of production issues that they
nominated as pressing and within the domain of crop and
soil management in which the researchers had expertise.
The second step was to undertake simple field experiments
that featured soil water and nitrogen monitoring for the full
rooting depth - new territory for most farmers. While this
provided soil information that proved to be valued highly in
its own right, it also laid the foundation for the trial of
simulation as a planning tool.
With the testing of the above hypothesis in mind, much
of the On-farm project activity was designed to remove
barriers to (a) using the simulation software correctly and
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efficiently and (b) customising the simulation model for
specific paddock situations. The research team provided the
computer, the software and the operator; farmers, advisers,
and researchers worked together in commercial crops to
get soil and weather data to enable making the simulator
'look like' a particular paddock; and associated crop data
were collected to test/demonstrate the model's accuracyto establish credibility of the tool for evaluating consequences
in 'what ifI' planning discussions. Crucial to this approach
is a simulator that is up to the task of simulating performance
of d,e range of crops in the farming system on the particular
soils of the region and with great flexibility in mimicking
management actions and strategies imposed. APSRU's
simulator, APSIM, qualified as software for such an
application.
The crucial test of our hypothesis that a good farmer would
welcome a tool that reliably predicted l;Sky consequences of a
contemplated change in management was can-ied out using
APSIM-assisted discussions among farmers, advisers, and
researchel~ in the 'kitchen table session', which later became
the more functionally-meaningful 'What ifI Analyses and
Discussions' (WifAD). The evolution of the WifAD took place in
an action research cycle over several years. At the Qut<;et, every

fanner was sceptical about APSIM being of any value to their
managemeot, but they were tolerant of the scientist,' wish to
keep simulation 'on tl,e back burner'. Repeatedly, the
opportunity for demonstrating the relevance ofAPSIMfor fanner
management arose at the stage UI which results from field
monitoring in commercial crops were discussed and
interpreted. Many fruroers were impressed with the value to
their decision-maldng of enhanced monitoring of soil water and
nitrogen. But the fact that 'this was this season and seasons
difler so greatly' inevitably discounted value for drawing more
general TIderences for action. This opened up the opporinnily
to use simulation and weather records to see what lnight have
been the inquiry outcome in a diflerent type of season. The soil
data from individual paddocK,were used to specify the simulator
and crop data to compare with crop simulations. Farmers were
hnpressed with how well APSIM outputs agreed with what we
had found out together in the field. After seeing thatAPSIM could
miotic whatwe had done together, frumers became enthusiastic
about 'doing experiments' using the simldator over decades of
weather records to get a better appreciation of how often relevant
outcomes could be expected.
Ridge and Cox make much of the importance scientists
place on 'credibility' of simulations. '1'0 them, this is indicative
of scientists' professional preoccupation with a precision
that is much greater than that needed by a farmer in planning
and decision-making. Our consistent experience is that
farmers demand a high accuracy of simulation in order to
establish for tllemselves whether this is worthy of their
serious attention, Many farmers became very involved in
WifADs concerning important aspects of their production
systems - but only after they were satisfied that the
simulations realistically matched known performance in
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their situations, Since the function of 'simulation' in the
project's hypothesis (stated at the beginning of this section)
is to provide predictions of likely consequences of the
farmer'S contemplated actions, we submit that a good farmer
wili seriously contemplate use of the simulator in planning
only after cognitive demands for credibility are satisfied.
Conversely, a good indicator that a farmer is not viewing
simulation as relevant to hislher management is indifference
to simulator performance,

The falling out
While confirmation of the hypothesis that fanners could
value simulation was a very eXCiting development for the
project team, members became exasperated with the
unwillingness of Cox and Ridge to see farmers' enthusiasm
in this way, attribudng it, instead, to the quality of the social
interaction. For a time this stimulated worthwhile debate.
But this ceased to be the case after it was discovered that
Cox and Ridge had submitted a report to LWRRDC that had
recommended that the scientists' model be "kept in a back
room" - and this in a period of high demand from farmer
groups for these discussions. (No farmer or adviser ever
suggested leaving the computer at home, and few were shy
about expressing views and preferences.)
Contrary to the impression given in the report about the
APSRU researchers' Single-minded aim to impose their
teclmology on farmer and adviser communities, we were
single-minded about an adequate test of our hypothesis.
In our judgment, APSIM was crucial to our search for even
one farmer who found simulation genuinely relevant and
significant to hislher management. An evaluation program
was put in place to both (a) provide feedback on project
processes and (b) to provide assessment by people with
special expertise and who were external to any project team
bias. Cox and Ridge led (a). For (b), we contracted Jeff
Coutts, Rural Extension Centre, University of Queensland,
Gatton.
The report by Coutts (1995),'which featured farmers'
and advisers' expressed views and intentions growing out of
theu' On-fruro project involvement, confirmed our hypothesis
that simulation could be valuable to management to a degree
not evident in previous DSS experience. We attribute this
outcome to a shift in paradigms of the systems approach
taken by the research team from 'hard' to 'soft,' but,
importantly, a shift that did not abandon powerful 'hard'
systems tools. This combination of intensified paddock
monitoling, 'what ifI' analyses and discussions aided by a
flexible simulator, and evaluation was later termed the
'I'ARMSCAPE approach'. (Farmers'-Advisers'Researchers', Monitoring, Simulation, Communication, And
Performance Evaluation) (McCown et al., 1998; Hochman
etaI., 2000).
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Our analysis of the conflict
The crux of the reported debate concerns the nature of
APSIM aod its use in FARMSCAPE. To Cox and Ridge, APSIM
was just one type of model among several aod one that is
inferior for aiding farm management because of its
descriptive nature, large size and high complexity. They
consistently portray our approach as a commitment to using
a scandalously expensive APSIM in a choreographed
scientific ritual enacted with little cognisaoce of farmers'
realities aod preferences. To the APSRU research team,
APSIM enahled an unprecedented opportunity for facilitating
farmers' exploration of significaot management possibilities
qnickly and cheaply. From this point of view, investment in
the enhaocement of APSIM was of high priority. Our vision
for the sort of simulator needed for this task developed from
previous work with farmers on risky planning using simple
models aod being frustrated by the difficulties of making a
simple model specific for a situation.
Cox and Ridge are committed to the proposition that
scientists' models are apriori inappropriate to the practice
of farm management. We agree with them that the designed
DSS is generaliy inappropriate for the reasons that they list
in their dot points 6 aod 11, p.175. But they failed to see, 01'
welcome, the possibility that a complex model could function
as a simulator of actual farm situations in way that was
relevant aod significant to involved farmers. The metaphor
for this role for APSIM is the 'flight simulator' for managers.
The way this contributes to action research was described
by Bakken et al. (1994, p. 250).
If we view learning as a process where an action ~
result ---7 reflection ~ learning leads back to further
action, flight simulators can facilitate learning by
shortening the delay between action -7 results, The
simulator also demands structural explanations of the
action -7 result link that will force participants to search
for a better understanding of the underlying forces that
produce a given set of outcomes.

Cox and Ridge refer to various types of models, but they
place a high premium on attributes of conceptual and
heuristic models and, especialiy, simplicity of such models.
With a simulator made up of scientific models, complexity
is both expected and necessary. However, lack of ready
transparency is tolerable to a farmer or adviser as long as
(a) limitations in terms of what the simulator takes into
account are explained and (b) specific simulations check
out favourably against a farmer's experience. In a flight
simulator, what matters to the practising pilot is not its
cognitive transparency, but its realistic performance.
Simulators are transparent only to the engineers.
Ridge and Cox make much of the proper relationships
between models of farmers and scientists. The expedence
of the On-farm project indicated that, while a fanner's model
embodies his best 'theory of action', APSIM's main function
was to simulate what would be the outcome if that (or other)
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action were taken (this season, last season, or in every season
for which rainfali records exist) and in compatison with
some other action or time of action. By specifying the APSIM
Maoager module using a given rule of a farmer (or using a
modification which the farmer is considering), an evaluation
of the rule using all seasons for which there are rainfali
records can be made quickly and cheaply. Of course, the
evaluation is only partial since the model does not simulate
the 'whole system'. But if the factors dealt with by the
simulator are ones that are problematic for farmers with
their existing mental models, and they understand what the
simulator does and does not take into account, farmers are
quite prepared to adjust for factors that are often difficult to
simulate but with which their cognitive models are quite
powerfuL This is the beauty of this alternative to DSS in
making scientific models useful in rea! agriculture.

This Market research project was one of a family of
projects. LWRRDC and its pat·tuers, GRDC and RIRDC, had
their own goals, policies to guide activities in achieving these
goals, and coordinator (Art Shulman). On the other hand,
APSRU initiated and designed both the Market research
project, one of the LWRRDC family, aod the GRDC On-farm
project to serve an important objective in its strategic plan.
While both organisations in this dual structure were
sympathetic with the other's aims, unavoidable ambivalence
in the line of management created opportunity for great
'flexibility' on the part ofa project manager. In this case, the
principle scientist recrnited by APSRU (Cox) to carry out its
objectives took advantage of d,e ambiguity in the dual
arrangement and naively of the APSRU manager to 'quiedy'
take the project in the dtrection that best suited his personal
agenda. This resulted in a change from a project originally
pursuing the aims of APSRU to a project in which the study
and critique APSRU was 'the problem' - with LWRRDC
replacing APSRU as the principa! stakeholder. The
methodology used was a form of 'critical ethnography' that
is used to undermine institutional structures of management
authority to achieve a 'greater good,' in terms of the agent's
personal values. We don't reject a 'cdtical systems' paradigm
in principle; there are undoubtediy times and places in which
ilis justified. Butwe submit d,at its high potential for damage
when invoked mistakenly, ie. with inadequate justification,
makes it a risky option for socia! research in contempora,y
Australian agricultural R&D institutions.
Implicit in a 'critica!' stance is rhetoric about 'power'
relations. The authors warn against the threat of the APSRU
researchers with their APSIM-centric approach
disempowering farmers by creating dependence on the
technology and those who support the technology. Time has
shown that farmers and advisers have become pro-active
about the power of the FARMSCAPE approach in redUCing
uncertainty in their planning and decision-malting and they
have continued high expectations of the special' comparative
advaotage' which the science brin!}, to these pat·tuerships.
But we hasten to add that we acknowledge the potential for
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socio-technical changes to disempower and the need for
vigilant and reflective systems practice.

Scientists are not unaccustomed to conflict in the forms
of rivalry within their community and conflicts over social

values and science, and there is reason to believe that such
conflict will increase as agricultural scientists attempt to
mesh tl,eir scientific research with the world of human
affairs. Human systems are different, and engagement with
tllem does require a willingness to see the world differently
and to change our systems practice. The remarkable aspect
of this case of 'contending coalitions' is that hoth parties
recognise that a paradigm shift, epitomised by a shift from
the DSS produced by professionals for practitioners to social
engagement of practitioners and professionals, is essential
if research about management is to be significant in
management of farms. We judge thatAPSRU has largely made
that shift (with important contributions from Peter Cox in
happier times). But, presumably because we have not shared
Cox's propensity to abandon the possibility of 'the power of
science' contributing to management, he judges that we have
not yet made the shift. This seems tn be an important, but
probably partial, explanation of the conflict. In important
respects, the debate in these terms could be resolved, in
time, either by (a) FARMSCAPE becoming an unambiguously
significant innovation in farm management in which hard
systems tools are used in a soft systems process to achieve
empowering outcomes for farmers, or (b) by being
comprehensively ignored by farmers and advisers.
Further explanation for conflict might be found in the
social concept of 'contending coalitions' - entities that
formed, in this case, as individuals' expectations of
colleagues falied to be met and personal interests diverged.
Such disaffection may be a natural precursor for adoption
of the 'critical' approach in circumstances where it is not
justified by primary system relationships. But the degree to
which the Report represents an attempt to 'force square pegs
into round holes' may have been the result of cumulative
pressures that came from (a) problems in deliveling the
outcomes of the project as originally desigued, (b) growing
realisation that tl,e objectives of the original project were
misguided (for which McCown shares blame), and (c)
disagreements between Cox and next-level management
(McCown) about styles and standards in professional
practice in APSRU. In any case, the potential consequences
of a 'critical' approach are of sufficient moment that
elimination olthe possibility that offending 'power problems'
might be explaIned more simply by 'contending coalitions'
seems prudent.

Developments relevant to the
debate since the Report
We claim above that one test of many of the Report's
critical inferences may be the responses of farmers and
advisers over time to their experience in FARMSCAPE;
responses that in turn can be expected to influence R&D
funding bodies in their suppol1 for this approach. listed
below are indications in 2000 that conflict with the prediction
made in the Report, in 1995, offailure for FARMSCAPE, both
in terms of maintaining farmer interest and in achieving
industry impacts:
I. strong industry SUpp0l1 for developing and using this

approach -15 FARMSCAPE-related projects have been
funded by four dIIferen! industry R&D funding bodies
over the past nine years, several of them initiated by
farmer and agribusiness collaborators;
2. innovative changes to farming practice resulting directly
from use of a FARMSCAPE approach for revealing new
possibilities with APSIM and testing them in practice:
(a) planting mungbean in spring rather than summer
(>20% of area planted), and (b) increased interest in
dryland maize resulting from APSIM-assisted adjustment
to risk perceptions;
3. spread of soil monitoring as a key management practice
in the northern cropping region - the number of deep
soil samples commercialiy analysed for nitrogen has
increased exponentialiy since 1993;
4. numerous documented testimonials from farmers who
have made siguiftcant changes in practice stimulated or
guided by insights gaIned in FARMSCAPE interactions;
and
5. a FARMSCAPE accreditation scheme offered by APSRU
to commercial consultants and public sector advisers.
Four agribusiness firms and ten individuals make up
the first intake. The high cOllllnitments of agribusiness
in time and money reflect evidence of farmers'
willinguess to pay for FARMSCAPE interactions.
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